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PREFACE
This thesis is a critical analysia of Jeremy Taylor's :method
of arrangement in his Twenty-five Sermons ·Preached at Golden Grove;
for the Winter Hal!-zear.

Ita initial purpose ia to determine how he

organized his material for the best possible effect.

Its ultimate aim

is to open n•w avenues for atudying the artistic prose of Taylor.

The

fulfillment of both these ends should contribute to the discover,y of
an aspect of Taylor's rhetoric that is too often given secondar,y eonaideration, or neglected altogether, in favor of a stu� of his orna
mentation, or elocutio.

An investigation of Taylor's prose

usuallJ

revolves around the contradiction that exiete between the opinions of
MOrria Croll, Who classes Taylor as a writer of the loose Senecan

2 and :William Fraser Mitchell, 3 'Who

school, 1 and logan. Pearsall Smith

follow Sir William Edmund Goaeek in consi ering hill. a Ciceronian with

d

a maateey of two at;ylea, the plain and· the ornate.

However, thie in-

vestigation is offered in the belief that it can show another aspect
in Ta;ylor1s rhetoric aa artistic as his elocutio, and with the hope

w. Croll, "The Baroque Style in Prose," Studies in
liah Philolo
in Honor or Frederick Klaeber I ed. by Kemp Malone
Diversity of Minnesota
Minn eapo at
929), PP•· 453-5 k.

lxorria

2Logan Pearsall Smith, "Introduction,• The Golden Grove Sermons
and Writings of Jer!lll Taylor (Oxfords· Clarendon Preae, l930) 1 p. xxix.

3wil.liaa Fraser

to Tillotson

.

( New

York:

liwuua. Edmmd

( London:

Mitchell, Jincliah Pulpit Oratory .f'roa Andrewea
MacmillaD, 1932), P• 253.

�

Gosse, Je
Taylor (English Hen of Letters)
Macmillan, 1903) , pp. 1o�2,�2b-2 7 .

that it

will

stilmlate further interest in the

study

of

how Taylor

bridled his eloquent expresaion b7 functional organization&
is not only o! consequence
�intilian states,

The

•but

what

alao Where we aay

Winter Sermons are not only

range of subject•, Tariety of

are typical of Taylor'•

is,

the

we say, and

works Taylor

texts,

it.•5

say

it," as

that

of the Golden Grove prose

the Earl and

it

of the

fair representation

and methods of divisions

work but also

wrote for

a

how we

•For

(that

Countess of Carbery), on

which most of the discussions of orna.entation are grounded.6

Further-

more, since these sermons are a series or eompoaitions of the same

kind, they

are the best selections to determine what methods of

organization individualize

his

prose.

chapter, which, b.f

the rhetorical

Preceding the analysis of these sermons is an introductory
showing

influences

fashion Taylor1s prose and the circumstances under

produced, giTes some in di cat io n of the importance

haTe in

his

sermons.

5Quintilian1a Institutes of
George Bell and Sons,

(Londona

that

Which his

I,

177.

to

worka were

that diapositio will

Oratorz, trans. by

l909),

helped

J.· s. Watson

6see diss. by Sister H. Salome .Antoine, The Rhetoric of Je!'!lll
Ornament of the Sundat Sermons (Washington, D. C.a
Taylor1a Proaea
Catholic UniTeraity ef America Preaa, 946). Sister Salome Antoine
seeks

to

prove that

T aylor

was a uster of the

plain a tyle .

vii
The etu� is based on the Heber and Eden edition of
works.

For

Taylor's

convenience a table of the sermons, with the a e ria l

numbers, pages , titlea, and texta, as they appear-in Volume IV of
thia edition, is placed in Appendix A.

CHAPTER

I

THE BACKGROUND OF THE SUNDlY SERMONS
Taylor's rhetorical skill was a result of his training in Latin
COBipOiition, his reading in the classiee and the Fatherm, and his interest in both the theoretical and practical aspect• of conte:mpor&rT
preaching.

These influences are reviewed in the fol �owing pages.

Taylor and the Rhetorical Tradition
Formal Education

1.

In the Grammar School.

Dr. Stephen

Perse, Fellow of Caius

College, Cambridge, when he died, lett his lllOney to found a tree
grammar school.
admitted.
was

� the terms of his will, one hundred boys were to be

Among the first group to enter Perse Grammar School in 1619

Jeremy Taylor,

mo

was

then aix years

started his studies before entering Perse.

old. 1

Taylor had alreaq

He wrote to the head of

Caiua that he was "aoley grounded in grammar and mathmetics" by his
rather.
atudies

2

There are no recorda or hia progreas or of his course of
while at Perae1 but he probab� followed tradition by studying

lc.

ed Writ
a of Jer
eber1 Life, Works, I, 3-

J. Stranka, The

Lite

, seems to have
1'52), p. )0.
been ignorant or the date when the Perae School was founded. w.hen no
other reference ia given, biographical information in this chapter ia
taken from Heber and Eden, • Lite of Jere� Taylor, " The w.hole Works of
the Right Rev • . JereJD;y Taylor, I, i c ccix , and Gosse, JereJV Taylor.
s.P.C.K.,

-

2

Stated in a letter to Batchcroft , Master or Caius College,
quoted by Heber and Eden, The Works , I, xiii.

2
Lil.l71s Gr8.JIDDB.r.

3

Th is book was the foundation of all that followed.

Hoole includes it in ever,y form !or the atudenta.4

It prepared T ylor

a

for the intelligent •reading of' the good authors who had withstood the
test of' the ages.•$

He also

ley, in the 8chie.f'e pointa

a�d

at, and hoped to be effected" by hie

book, inatructa the students •to imitate and express
as you ahall

h&rd.J¥

Brins-

learned to imitate these authors.

diacerne, unlesae

Ovid or Virgil,

you know the places, whether the

verses be the Authour's or the achollera.•6
The student• of' Taylor's
they learned

day were never free troa lAtin, llhich

by quest ion and answer in the

language.

They translated

into it, coaposed in it, and read vide3.1' from atin literature.
lover forms genera� used Puerile&

Confabulatiunculae , then progreaaed

in the higher forms to Cord.erius 1 Dialogue
to

Cicero, Ovid

nearer the

and

Virgil,

P�,

The

s

and

Aesop's

Fablea , then
_

Seneca, and recognized Latin authors

students• own times.

3roater Watson, The Old Grammar Schools (Nev York:
Putnam1s Sons, 1 16 , P•

9 )

ili.

G. P.

le a A. Hoole, A lew Diacove;r of the Old Art o.f' Teaching
Schoole in Four 8•11 Treatiaea, ed. by E. T. C&��pagnac (LOndon:
pp. xvii-xxix.
Constabie & Co.,

�

l9l3)1

Swataon,

E.

T.

�

c it.,

p. 1 9.

6John Brinaley 1 Ludus Lit erariu s1 or the Gr&DIJI&r Schoole, ed.
& Co.,
Campalnac (London:
p. xvi .

Constable

l9l7),

3

The primary
Christiana .

the grammar

aim of

The chief

eans of securing this

the theme.

end was

m

followed the tradit ional pattern set forth in the

sop hi st of Antioc h , and great author of

text

the fourteen forms ,

Regardless of which or
followed the

to

same

find material

from a
with

t he

or exerc ises ,

fourteen forms

for the

suited

•coaoJ!l-place-book1 n

subject.

had

collected

for

day.7

his

This

writing themes.

it was to take, every

8

theme

first atep (inventio) was

Thia

material unally

which was kept by the

illuatrationa , ca.:pari aon�, and

the student

The

general procedure.

It

Progymnasma ta of

Aphthonius , a
prcvided

well-instructed

school was to ma ke

appropriate

came

�

stu ent and. filled

words and phraa ea

in reading the grammar books.

which

Stranks says

that it ia not a trange that the illustrations of the seve nteenthcentury

sermons

seem

far-fetched,

•tor the preachers

instructions or their earl7 years and

hand.•9

The second

material that had

atep

been

given

in the

exercises.

ation

of the

theme with

th e

rhetoric books.

taking

were

experienc e

the

at second

( diapeaitio) was the organiz at i on or t he
,

colle cte d

with close attention to

The third step ( elocut io)

theme

was

1Brinaley1 p. 12 1 ,

copied

the model

was the ornament-

t he figures and stylistic devic es

·The

obeying

with the trop es

round

in

and f igures

and Hoole, p. xxi1 172 , 18 la.. Richard RainBooke Called the Founda cion of Bhetorilce (1563) ia an Engli•h
tranalatiol'l of tile Pr•p!!!••ta..
.
8
The fourteen exerciaea are outlined by Karl R. Wallace,
"Rhetorical Exercises in Tudor Education, • Q!arter� Journal of Speech,
XIII (1936 ) , 28-Sl.
old's A

9

stranks, �

it. , P•

c

34.

4
listed in the right margin and the parts of the composition in the
left.

The remaining steps were memorizing (memoria) and delivery

(pronunciatio).
The training given by double translation and writing of themes
was supplemented in the upper forms by debates, extemporaneous Latin
addresses and reading of Latin and Greek Testaments.

Also,- notes were

taken on the Sunday sermons, and the headings and divisions were
jotted down with a brief analysis.

On Monday the analysis was ex-

panded, and the notes converted into a full-length ser.mon, were translated into Latin, memorized, and delivered as a classroom exercise.
2.

At the University.

On

August 18, 1626, Taylor was admitted

to Gonville and Caius College as a sizer, or •poor scholar. nlO

As

in

the case of his education at Perse, there are no records to show his
course of study, but he must have studied the regular courses prescribed at the time.

These consisted of logic, theology, science,

Oriental language, and rhetoric. 11

Though Cambridge was distinguished

for the teaching of the exact sciences, there is no evidence that
Taylor pursued mathematics or made any substantial progress in the new
method of philosophizing established by Bacon.

If Heber is correct,

Taylor1s works contain abundant allusions to Aristotle, but few,
any, to Bacon.12

if'

Taylor did not dismiss the principles of Baeon, but

1'1ieber, Works, I, p. xiv.
Londons

11James

Bass Mullinger, University of Cambridge (Cambridge,
University Press, 1884), II, P• 403-420.

12Heber, Works, I, p.

xv.

it is obTious that he did not app:cy thea.

He was not in te reste d in

science nor in the expansion of the human intellect;

•His philoaoph7

l
was almost entirely casuiatical.• 3

The most important assumption that may be made concerning
Taylor's education is that he must have shown an aptitude for rhetoric,
since he was appointed to a lectureship

in the subject.

He was

grounded, no doubt, in the classical princ iples of Cicero and
.

l
tilian, for theirs were the texta then in use at Caabridge. h

well

�in
Likely,

the courses in rhetoric, along with its application--declamation and
Latin addressee--conatituted the only training that Taylor had in pul�
pit orator,r,

since h omiletic s, aa auch, was not taught in the seven-

teenth century.
Protege of Laud

An accident, along with his unusual
Taylor to St. Paul's

�

London.

aptitude for oratory, led

Taylor's chamber-fellow, a Rev. Thomas

Risden, was engaged as a preacher at St. Paul's, and for some reason

was prevented. from carrying out his duties.
Jere� Taylo�.

In his place, he sent

Taylor's success was ins tantaneous; it became the

fas�ion to go to hear this young Mr. Taylor from Cambridge, who,
Bishop Rust eaya, preached •to the admiration and ast onishment

of

his

auc11tory.•15

1.3ueber 1

.2E.!

�er,
l

cit. 1

�

SGeorge Rust,

p.

xvi .

cit., II, P•

41J,..

"Funeral Sermon, 11 Heber,

.!?E.!.

cit. , I, p. cccxxii.

6
Taylor preached theae firat sermons probably

16)�.

He now had,

saya

the

moat unlu�

aid

him

in

his effort

hia from the anti-Laudian ataoephere or

in .lll Sou le '

place him
16

by

came

or Laud's

strove

theory of homiletics fostered

to

c

Taylor vas

:man

ounteract the narrow

b,y the Puritans , and

Yet, there appears to

Under hia,

erator,rl7

Calvinistic

he adapted his
which

he so o n be

be no evidence

as avid a reformer of the .Anglican Church as

laud.

that
Taylor

.5!E.!. cit ., I, p. xrlii-xix. On Oct . 2.3, 16.35, the
.lll Soili' received from Laud a polite demand that Taylor
be elected to a·rellowahip that had _ been given up b,y a·Mr. Osborn.
However, Sheldon, the warden, refused to violat e the statutes which
requ.ired that a candidate be o f three years' standing at Oxford..
Laud, exer c is ing his authority as a visitor, acquired the right or
appointment, and Taylor was made a full fellow on January lh, 16.36.
·

.

lbseber,

warden of

17i . e. ,

the

Chriatiana and the

ideals expre•sed by St . Augustine
other Fathera.

writings of

18struka, � c it., p. hh,.

and

chaplain

his

ideals of Christian

rhetorical talent to the casuistical preaching !o r

8
famed at Oxford. 1

steps to remove

system of propa

Fathers and Schoolmen.

t o appreciate the clas sical

of unusual

Gonville and Caius College,

College, the center

hie readings in the

which the Anglicana

came

en

m

re!ol'll the Engliah

Fu rthermore , the Archbishop made the young

and directed
Ta7lor

to

young

England,•

He was impreaaed by Ta7lor , and took ilmlediate

Church .

ganda.

man in

Laud, at that time , vas seeking

oratorica l ability to

autumn of

Goase, •the fatal fortune of attracting the

favour of the moat powerful and
.Archbi ahop Laud.

in the

in De Do ct ri.Da

7
was interested in learning, ·in perfecting his oratory, and in disciplining his own soul, rather than taking on the mundane task of criticising the doctri nes of other churches.

A

It is true that he pr eached

Ser.mon on the Gunpowder Treason, a declamation which was concerned

with a

plot

su ppo sedly planned by the Roman Church under the direct�on

of the Jesuits to bl ow up. the Houses of Parliament in the interest of

But in

Spain.

than

this anniversary oration, which is "more a dissertation

sermon,•l9

T�lor does not attack the Romanists, and he expresses

seem

his wish not to
is dire cted

to one

The sermon is not doctrinal; it

l eg al point, the assumed right to rebellion aga ins t
Nor was the sermon written upon the command of a

heretical pr inces.
higher office.

uncharitable.

Taylor was above being a compl et e party ·man.

The Seraon on the Gunpowder Treason was preached at St. Mary's
eight months after Laud had secured for Taylor the living o f Uppingham
in MarCh

1637/8.

This date marks the end of Taylor's academic career.

His return to Oxford to preach the sermon for the anniversary of the
Gunpowder Treason was onl.y one ot many visits back to Oxf ord.
continued to hold the fellowship at All Souls•
riage to Phoebe Langsdale on May

Chaplain-in-Ordinary to the
In February

11

he

was

College unt il his mar-

271 1639 .

King

Laud was illpeached by Sir Harry Vane,

sent to the Tower, and on Jun e

19williall
(London:

1641

He

2 5, he

on March

ceased to be Chancellor

Edward Gosse, Jereay Tazlor {English Men of Le tt e r s
�cmillan,
P• l9.
-

1903),

)

8
of

Oxford.

These

were fatal

•I am robbed of that

datea in

the career

which once did bleaa me1• he

could no longer disregard the Puritan adYance;
brethren

In

in

his

in

reaiating

chaplaill-in-ordinaey

the

a�

made the

War.

Shortly

he had to

his side

king is

known,

he

atterward81
a

defense

!fiacopacz.

compared

to.join

not

of

21

with hie later

the register

Charles

in Nottinghaa

triu.phal entry into

Episcopacy,

Defense o!

te

in

to King

set up his standard

subjects

he was with

as

20

Taylor

join his

intruding force.

The next page

pariah register.

the king had

of

this

wrote.

Taylor.

Augus t 1641 Taylor signed his name at the bottom of the page

He was now

loyal

of Jere�

in

th e

but

he

of .Divinit y1

and

fo r

was

Whether

wit h Charles llhen the
end of the

the Sacred

long Civil

Order and

Offices

bishopa1 �ich was later publiahed as

In

spite of

work a 1 it

hia1

By the next August

.inevitable struggle.

the inferiority of �hi•

is, aaya

on

the following

November

!

sermon,

Heber, •a a pec imen ot

a T&riety of

in that learned age .tew writers have brought
It von

unaigned.

and had called all

Oxford near the

published. Of

manly and moderate diapatation; of

22
aubject.•

I.

was

to

learning1

such as even

bear

the

upon

same

11 16421 the degree of Doctor

year1 the liTing of Overstone.

2�ebe r1 !E.:. cit. 1 V, 9.

.
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In

1642, Parliament abolished bishops, deans, and chapters.
For a more detailed account of the struggle of Ra yalista and .lnglicanJJ
against the Presbyterians and the Independ.ents1 see Hugh Ross Will.iam.
Dennis Dobson, 1952), pp. 32-)6.
aon1 Jer!!l Taylor (London:

22Heber1 �
��

I, p.

clix.

9
He obtained during this Civil War period a wealthy and powerful patron in Christopher Hatton, Eeq. , to whom his Defense or
Among his other friends were the Earl of

Episcopacy is dedicated.

�orthampton,

to whose widow Taylor dedicated the second part ot

�

Great Exemplar, and, probably, the Earl of Carbery, who later offered

him

an asylum at Golden Grove .

At Golden Grove
The means

by

which the king and Taylor became

Taylor's capture at Cardigan Castle, February

difficult to determine .

4, 1645,

with the

Roya�

s epara ted are

Army IIU.St have marked the separation.

He

writes, •In this great storm which hath dashed the vessel or the
chttreh all in pieces,
boat.

n2.3

I

have been cast upon the coast in a little

The •little boat� must mean Wales.

23, when the garrison
and he was,

or

He was released April

Newcastle Emlyn defeated the parliamentarians

in his words, •preserved by the courtesies of J1CY friends ,

or the gentleness and mercies of a noble ene�• • 24

He then accepted

the position of private chaplain in the Earl of Carbery1 a household
at

Golden

��

Grove.

2 Jnedication to Sir Christopher Hatton, "Liberty of Prophesying , "

V, P•
2

341.

baeber,

�

.

�� v,

p. :xxxri.i, argues that the "noble enemy•

must have been Laugharne, the Parliamentary general, and captor or
Gosse, p. 331 would like to believe that the •noble eneay•
Taylor.
was Richard Vaughan, second Earl of Carbery, with whom Taylor was to
Although Vaughan was a Royalist, he
take abode at Golden Grove.
could be considered an •enemy,•· since he was a •trimmer,• �r one
sympathetic with both sides.

10
His household duties did not keep Taylor from joining Nicholson
and wy&tt in their new school, �ich was located at LlantihangelA.berbythych, Carmarthenshire 1 in a house called Newton Hall, which was
rented

by

Nicholson.

He also prepared some of his ear� works for the

press and wrote new onea.
course Conce

rning

1646,

Among these first publications were

A

Dis-

Prayer Ex Tempore, which appeared anonymous� in

and A New and Easie Inatitution of Grammar, published in col

laboration with hi� fellow teacher, Thomas wy&tt.2S

But

these

are

minor works compared to the succeeding poetical prose which came as a
result of the leisure and surroundings which lent themselves to meditation1 and the cultured audience at Golden Grove.
In

164.7

Taylor published The Liberty of Prophesying, which Heber

says ·ia •perhaps the ablest of all hls compositions.26

Gosse credits

this masterpiece to Tqlor 1 s being deprived of a sufficient library and.
to the grief that he suffered from the disaster of t he •storm that cast
hia on the coast of Wales.•

Taylor says:

Those [books] which I could obtain were so !ev1 and so
impertinent and unusetul to any great purpose, that I be
gan to be aad upon a new stock, and full of apprehension
that I should live unprofitably, and die obscurely, and
be forgotten.27
.

p. 661 says the grammar would have done
2Sstranka 1 !E.!.
Though Wyatt wrote it, Taylor's name
little service to either man.
was attached to it because, to the public, his name was more important.

!!h.1

26

Heber,

27Ibid. ,

�
v,

cit., p. xxix.

3#1.
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•It was long before Taylor took courage to make bricks without
patristic strav,•28 but once his mind was freed of the authorities,
he assimilated the classical learning that

was

stored

his mind

in

and expressed that learning in prose that is remarkable tor its
clarity and smoothness.

.

The next publication came

in

1649:

an enlarged, acknowledged

edition of � Discourse Concerning Prayer Ex Tempore, the first
anonymous work, 29 and The Great Exemplar, llhich was probably a re
working into tvent7 discourmes of his early sermons on the life of
Christ.
The year 1650 urks the

beg'inn'ing

of the publication of the

sermons and devotional treatises composed for his patrona at Golden
A Funerall Sermon Preached at the Obsegnies of the

Grove.

•

•

•

Countess of Carbery and The Rule and. Exercises of Hol.z Li'ring came out
in 16.SOJ the Sermons

•

•

•

Exercises of Holy

Dying,

Winter

in 1653.

Halt-year,

for the SUIIIe
Il r Half-year30

in

16.SlJ and the XXV Sermona

�d.
•

•

the Rule and
•

for the

other works were published during this

period, but these compositions were the o� ones written express�
tor

the select audience to which Taylor preached while he was in the

2 8aoaae, � cit.,

P•

39.

tor Jnthorised and Set
29The title was changed to An
Forma of Liturgie. It was dedicated � W;R� MOst Sacred Majesty."
�
30The complete title
this work was XXVIII Sermons Preached
at Golden Grove• be
for the Sulaaer Halt- ear. Iii the third
edition, ill
1 the tunera
sermon was omitted, and the title vas
changed to nvii Sermons.

�oloH

·

of

12
service of the Earl and Countess of Carbery.

The ornate atyle o£

these sermons retlecwboth the tranquillity of Taylor's mind and the
learning and refinement of a cultured auciience which required an embellished prose.

The Last Scenes
Although Taylor remained in Wales until 16571 and in 1655 pub-

li a he d a book

of devotion entitled

poetic prose.3

1

The

Golden Grove6 he

These were the dark years.

wrote no more

His (clerical] friends

and even Carbery deserted him not only because his antagonisa for
parliament endangered them, but alao because t�ey disagreed with some
of his doctrines.

It

was

John Evelyn, the diarist, liho finally helped Taylor

through the troubled period that followed hia happy days at Golden

Grove .

Evelyn persuaded a group of wealthy Royaliets to eupply Taylor

with an annual wage for

the divine1s

adJDinistering

privately

to their

apiritual needs without attracting the authorities.

In

1658 Edward,

Earl of Conway 1 upon consulting EvelytJ, was

advised to tr,y to secure

Jeremy Taylor as assistant lecturer at a

collegiate church in Liabu.rn.

3lraylor1s

iritualit
Ne c e s s arium 1

and S

Arter three

requests from the Earl,

other.works of this period are: The Real Presence
the Blessed Sacrament (i654), Uuna

of Christ in
1 A Further

lication of the Doctrine of-ori inal
i s c ourse of • • • Friendship
1 A
Deus Justificatus 1
Ti057), and A Colle ct i on o£ Polemical and Moral Discourses

Sin

(16$6),

(1657).
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Taylor consented, although in reality he was employed to look after
the spiritual needs of the Conways and their neighbors.
After the death of Cromwell

in

1658 Taylor returned to London

in time to see the ret�rn of Charles II, and �de the profession o£
loyalty t o

Monk IS

ministers, Taylor

governaente 32 With the reinstatement Of the
was

made Bishop of Down and Conner and, later, rlce-.

chancellor or the University of Dublin.
not sinecures.

However, these positions were

In the University everything had to be reorganized,

and the clergy were resentful of the English Bishop.
·confusion,

hglican

Taylor became known as the greatest orator

In

spite o£ the

in

Ireland. For

his sermon preached at the opening of Parliament on May 8, 166o, he
received

the thanks or both Houses,

But

of the sermons of this period are comparable with those preached

none

and

its publication was ordered.

at Golden Grove.33 Taylor was now alone and di�appointed in his hope
of obtaining an English bishopric. He spent his last years lashing
out at the

Roman

Church in Dissuasive from Popery,

llh ic h was

published

the year he died.34
32Ta7lor added a welcome to •the most Sacred Magesty of Charles
II• to his care.f'u.lly written and enormous book, Ductor Dubitantium,
while it was in press.
3Jr.he Sermons or this period are: A Sermon Preached at the
Consecration of two Archbisho s and ten Bisho s in Dublin Janua 27,
!___ 1 1 1 A Sermon Preached to the University of Dublin 1 2 ,
A Sermon Preached in Chri st-Church1 Dublin; at the Funerall of the
Late Archbishop of Armagh1 and Primate of all Ireland (1668) 1
Three Sermons Preached at Christ Church (1663), A Supplement to
Course of Sermons for the Whole Year (1663) 1 another Supplement, to
which three nev sermons were added (1667) .
•

•

•

•

•

•

·

�gorie Nicolson, •New Material on Jere� Taylor,n �
logical Qearterly, VIII (1929), pp. 332-33, quotes a letter to Lord
Conway which gives August 23, 1667 , as the exact date of Taylor's death.

The Seventeenth Century Sermon
The second aspect of the rhetorical tradition that has bearing
on Taylor's prose is that �ich is represented by the sermon of the
seventeenth centur,r.

The sermon at that time was treated as a direct

descendant of the elaasical oration .

It was the same vehicle that had

served Deaoathenes 1 Iaocrates 1 Cicero, and Libanus in the age of the
Second Sophistic, and had been converted.to ho� use with the conversion of Greek and Latin Fathers from their secular careers to ho�
careers .
Until the thirteenth century1 the sermon- remained an artistic
and original composition aodeled af'ter .Angustine.
came mechanical and imit�tive .

Thereafter it

be-

Owst divides the sermons of the late

Medieval period into three distinct atylea:

•exposition• based on the

text and narrative of scripture, .treated. in atraightforwa.r<i and aillple
taahionJ the awniversity style, • of the ornamented, metieuloualy di
vided dissertation; and the homely atyle consisting of anecdote, fable,
and legend. 35

The narrowing of rhetorical training and �tereet to

the more ornamental aspects of oratory during the Medieval period was,
says Mitchell, •the inevitable result of the overthrow of the Western
Empire by the Barbarian invasions ." 36.
3'

a. R. Owst, Preaching in MedieTal lnglaad ( Cambridgea
University Press, 1926), PP• 309-313 •

.36wuuam Fruer Mitchell, !acliU
to Tillotson ( New Yorkz Macmillan, 1932),�

l'll};�t

B.

Oratorz fl'Olll .Andrew•

1.$
Finally, through the efforts of the fifteenth centur.y humanists,
who synthesized homiletics and classical oratory, the sermon became a
precursor or the pulpit oration o! the seventeenth century.

In the

sixteenth century the sermons were not finished orations, but they
foreshowed the literary work of men to come.

Though the quotations,

illustrations, and schemata beloved of the medieval preachers form the
framework of the sermons of Jewel

(15 22-1571),

ing in the Fathers and classical authors.3 7

(1504-1574),38

he shows traces of read

Preachers such as Bullinger

who were more interested in inculcating moral precepts

than in ecclesiastical usages, not

onl7

tended to point to the content

of the ancient moralists, eapecia� of Seneca, but also to imitate
the latter's style.39

Later on, Jeremy Taylor was to draw upon Seneca.

It is common to speak of the sonorous periods of Hooker.

From

a specimen of his style, "Of the Certainty and Perpetuity of Faith in
the Elect," it is plain that he made a careful study of the patterns
and rhythms of the old familiar sort:

37The Works of John Jewel, ed.
sity Press, 1850), PP• il61-88.

by John Ayre (Cambridge:

Univer

38see esp., •or the Ministry of the Word of God, &e.," The Decades
University Press 1
or Henry Bullinger, ed. by Thomas Harding (Cambridge:
1SS2), the fifth decade, pp. 93-127.

9
3 see MOrris Croll, nAttic P rose in the Seventeenth Century,•
Studies in Philology, XVIII (April 1929) 1 pp. 79-128.
Professor Croll
has shown in this study that following the admiration for Cicero which
possessed the sixteenth centur,y humanists, there came a reaction which
took the for.m of devotion to the crisp, antithetical manner of Seneca.

l6
The light would never be so acceptable, were it not tor
Too DDlch honey doth
that usual intercourse of darkness.
turn to gall
and too Ech jo7 ever spirituall.y would make
0
ua wantona. b
The balanced expression of •light• and •darkness • •honey• and • gall, "

1

•jo7• and •wantoneaa" reminds one of the carefully cultivated manner
of the fifteenth centur,r preacher, but this passage is also perceived
as

being more indiTidnal than imitative.

Hooker demonstrated the

possibilities of felicitous expression in the English sermon.

Except

for hia, says Mitchell, •we might have had no Jeremy Taylor.•h1
The Renaiasance attempt to use the principles of Ariatotle,
Cicero, and Quintilian resulted

not onlT

in a higher standard of

preaching, but alao a reTival or the whole oratorical tradition.
IA!onard Cox, seeing the apread of education, establishment of new
schools, and the growing recognition of form and style, sensed the
need for a secular book on rhetoric.

(1530)

The Jrte or Crafte of Rhethoryke,

served as an •interterae diaey in the transmission to England

of the Renaissance and·Humaniatie influence and literature . • 42
According to Thonssen and Baird, Cox was not a •eignificant figure in
the establishment of an a rtietic prose style

k01'ha

Works of Mr. Richard Hooker,

D. Appleton &

Co., 18L5),

II,

P• 291.

�tchell, El?.!. !!ll:,1 P•

1"

but gave •a precept if

ed. by' John Keble (lfew Yorks

66.

42Leonard Cox, The .lrte or Cratte of Rhetho
e, ed.. by
Frederic Ivee Carpenter Chicagoz
The University Preas, 18 99) ,

P•

1.
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not a aodel" for writers Vl.o f'ollowd. lJ.3
Art or Bhetorique

It was Thomas Wilson in hie

(15.53), who offered for the first tiae a compre-

hensive treatment or the main divisions of classical rhetoric.

•rt ia ,"

says G. H. Mair, •a landmark in the history of the English Renaissance,
and many passages in it are important and indeed indispensable to the
historians of English literature . •44
Whether Taylor and the other preachers of' the seventeenth cen-

tury were well acquainted with these texts is not so important as the
!act that parallel to the spirit of rhetorical reviva;L, the homiletic
manuals

began to lay great stress on the critics of antiquity.

45

Out of the rhetorical tradition, as developed dttring the early
seventeenth century, came the •new branch of' rhetoric 11 C8:lled •preaching . •

I n order to study th e prevailing fashion of the ser.mon of the

seventeenth century it is necessary to consider the main •schools . •
In any arrangeaent there will

be found preachers who were larger than

their category, or llho will occasionally be found to have had close
affinities with preachers in a category other than their own .

The

-klz.ater Thonsaen and Craig Baird, Speech Criticiaat the
Develo
raiaal (Hew York : Ronald
at of Standarda for Rhetorical
•
1 p.
Preee, 9

�-

Clarendon Press ,

Wilson, Art of Rhetoripe, ed. by G. H. Mair (Oxford:

1909),

p. vi.

4Sin general, the Anglicans were satisfied with the classical
theory. Taylor, for instance, knew De Doctrina Christiana of St .
Augustine (See Works , VI, hOO-o5). A ccording to Mitchell , pp . 94-99,
the favorite manna ! of' the Anglicans was the Rhetorica Ecclesiaatica
by Barthalomev Keckermann . He atates that Perkins ' .lrt of Prophecying
exerted the greatest influence on Puritan preaching .
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arbitrary divisiona are as follon:

(1)

Anglo-Catholi�SJ

(2 )

Other

-.A.nglicana; and ( .3) Puritans.

Anglo-Catholics
The school of theology to wnich a preacher belonged determined
largely his reading and style of preaching.

Thus, the influence of the

Vulgate and the Fathera is obvious in the work of the Anglo-Catholics.
From this group came the llyitty• or •metaphysical• aermon, 'Which was
the dominant vogue of the aeventeenth-ceatur,y1 and which met with the
.

.

greatest opposition in the Restoration.

This •metaphysical" style

came, itael.f'1 from a •partial reatoration. •

After the break with the

Church of Rome 1 the Inglish diTinea began to study the Fathers, not
only with a desire to debate with Rome, but tor edification and continuity of the Church of

England.

By Andrewes 1 time 1 to quote Canon

Ottleys
The leading principles, indeed, of the Reformation movement
in the Engliah Church were already cleara
the appeal to
antiquity, the retention of the ancient orders,
claim
to hold what was admittecil¥ catholic in doctrine.4

tng

Various portions of patristic writing began to attract the ainiatera.
The beautiful iugery and the livel,y and ingenious ·w1t that had been
used to delight and stimulate audiences were noted and came to be
quoted. and imitated.

This :1Jnitation1 however, was not a striving

alter schematic effects.

46:a. L.

(London&

Professor Grierson lays emphaaia on "the

Ottley1 Lance lot .Andrewea (Leaders of Religion Series)
Methuen & Co.,
P• .3 1.

1894),
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more intellectual, leas verbal character• of •aetaphyaieal" wit
•compared with the conceits of the Elizabethana.•47

�etaphyaieal•

preaching, like •metaphysical• poetr.y, revealed a habit of thought
rather than expreaaion.

Therefore, i� was not so much the material

ae the uee to which the uterial was put that distinguiahed the •meta
phyaical" preacher; 1 t was the ingenuity with which he adapted his
examples, the unexpected analogies, and the •ore subtle, psychological,
and learned iages ldlich he employed that characterized the •metaphyaical" preacher.
The greateat of these •llletaphyaical" preachers was Bishop
Lancelot Andrewes.48

His aeraon, •unto Us a Child is Born, and Unto

Us a Son is Given,• illustrates very graphically two traits of •metaantithesis and extensive elaboration on the

physical• preaching:
meaning of words:

.lll along Hia life you ahall see these two. At His
birthJ a cratch for the child, a star·for the Son; a
company of shepherds viewing the Child, a choir of Angels
celebrating the Son. In His lite; hungry Hiuelf, to
shew the nature of the ChildJ yet •reeding five thousand,"
to shev the power of the Son. .lt His deathJ dying on the
cross, as the •son of Adam;" at the same time dispoaing or
Paradiae, as the •son or God.•
•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

Therefore, that He Jlight be liable He was a child, that He
llight be J le He was the Son; that He Jli.ght be both, He
�
was both.4
•

•

47H. J. c. Grierson, · �-:tA
Meta h ical
and Poems of the
�-����--:o::
-- n
�n--=
-do
- P!"'"'r-es-s-, 1921),
r-e
C-:: la:Seventeenth Oenturz:
p. xrl. .

la.BM. H. Knappen in •The Earl;y Pu.ritanism of La.ncelot Andreves 1 •
Reprint from Church Histo;r. (The University of Chicago, 1933).
49

Lancelot Andrewes, Seventeen Sermons on the Nativit (The
Ancient and Modern ldbrary of Theological Literature
New York: E. P.
Dutton & Co., n.d.), PP • 21-22.
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The preceding passage ia not, however, to be looked upon as a

rhetorical tour de force.

Behind the antithesis and other cu ltured

devices ·of Andrewes and the better •:metaphysical" preachers there is
a

far-reaching background of reasoned thought, and the play on words

and phrases is never employed without reference to a greater end.
The endeavor to get the utmost po ssible

meaning

out of every word is

a practice derived from Augustine and is due to a desire to lose no
possible moral that might be extracted from the scriptures .

J.t times the •wit• is verbal, consisting in the balancing of
sounds as well as in the antithesis of ideas .
round such as :

•it He had not

Thus, statements are

be en made 1 we had

been marred; •5° or,

nthis adopt ion is the fullness or our option ; •51 or, the celebrated
passage :

For if' this Child be ' Immanuel, God with us , 1 then without
thia Child, thia Immanuel, we be 'Without God. ' Without Him
in this world, ' (Eph. ii, 12 ) , saith the Apostle ; and if
without Hila in this , without Hill in the next ; and if without Hia ther e ·-if it be not Immanu- el, it will be Iamanu-hell! 52
Though the la st exaaple seems far-fetched and· ludicroua, it, like all

•metaphyaical" devices, was used with all due reverence, and arose
from a consideration of the text.

J. large number of men made literary contributions of •metaphyaical• sermons :

John Iing, who res embled Donne; Playf'ere , lilo exhibited

50.Andreves 1
S1nid. ,

P•

� ��
S9 .

.$2Ib14. , p . 142.

P•

S 3.
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great learning and partiality for •conceits• of the Eastern Fathera1
as well as marked ability to refer to topical events and contemporar.y
persons in terms of Biblical hiator.rJ John Coain1 with his elaborate
divisions and subdivisions ; and Mark Frank1 •the fairest star in the
constellation of the "witty• preachera • • .53
to

Bu.t two

illustrate this particular style of preaching .

names

are enough

.Along with .lndrewes,

the best exaaple is John Donne .
As

with the other .lnglo-Oatholica , Donne turned eagerly to the

Jewish Rabbina • .54 A long list of quotations from the Greek and Latin
Fathera 1 or Silver Latin writers such as Seneca, could be taken from
his various works .
Donne was led

more

than his conteaporar.y •metaphysiealM preacher•

to turn his attention to rhetorical forms of sacred text, as ia seen
in his comments concerning preaching.

Und.erl.Jing his style in f'raaing

his sermons ia his belief that the Scriptures approved of' figurative
and trop ical languagea
Religion is a serious th1Dg1 but not a aullenJ religious
preaching is a grave exercise, but not a sordid1 not a barb
arous, not a negligent. There are not so eloquent books in
the world, as the Scriptures : except those names of' tropes
and tigurea , which the grammariana and rhetoricians put up
on us , and we may be bold to say, that in all their authors 1
Greek and Latin, we cannot find so high, and so lively ex
amples1 of those tropes , and those figures, as we may in the

.5�tchell, � c it . , p . 1 7 7 .

S�e Poetical Works of John Donne, ed by H. J. C. Grierson (Ox
ford: Clarendon Preaa , 1912)1 p. 223-4. Grierson has an interesting
discussion concerning Donne ' s reference booka .
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Scriptureaa whatsoever hath just� delighted any man in
any man ' s writings , is exceeded in the Scripture• . The
style of the Scriptures is a diligent, and an artificial
style; and a great part thereof in a Baa igal, in a metri
cal, in a measured compoaitien, in verse . 55
Donne warns men, however, against iaproper use of embellishment .
One does not plant

rare

and curious flowers in a aheep-pasture s

So if' in your apirituall food, and preaching or the Word,
you exact or us more secular ornament, then may serve as
Saint .Augustine says 1 Ad ancillation8JI., �o convey, and.
usher the true word or lif'e , into your understandings , anci
affections (for both these must neceseari:Q' be wrought up
on) , more then may serve ad Tehiculum, for a chariot, for
the word of God to enter,-and triumph in you, this is a
treading down of the grasse, a filling or that ground which
was or
ed for sheep, with things improper and impertinent
to thea.

�

The one characterist�c of Donne that sets him apart from hie
•witty• brethren is the way he employa strangely obscure .aterial.
He seldom uses •wit, • in the strict sense or a purely intellectual
•conceit" originating in some scholastic or scientific theory, and
when it is used in his poetr,y it is of the les s obvious , more

in

tellectual type than was the case with .lndrewes and his immediate
followers .
Donne probably should not be cited

as

the greatest exaaple of

the •metaphyaical• school, nor was he ita greatest justification, for,
like all great men, he stood apart as a many-sided personality, rather

SSThe

Works of John
Parker, 1839), v, '85.
S6Ibici.1 IV, 414.

Donne ,

ed. by- Henry Alford ( London:

J. W.
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a contemporar,y fashion .

than an advocate of
be

Nevertheles s , he

considere d a •metaphysical" preacher , since hia

emphaa i s e the traits which were noted in the
Also, he was the object or

phyaicala . "

sidered him and the more proper

style

serves

work

of the

criticism by

ia to

to

•meta

those who con

•metaphysical" preachers

to be menaces

to English prose .

Other Anglicana
"other

The term

.Anglicans "

is used here to differentiate

preach

ers of the Church or England froa its opponents - the Anglo-Cath olic s
on

the one hand
The

ance

of

and

great

m.erit of J.n&lican preaching, per ,!!1 lay in its avoid
the allusive scholaatieiam of the

two extremes :

the

phya icals , "

the separatists on the other.

and the heavy exposition

post-Restoration sermon is

of the

fluid style
The
Sanderson.

three

a

man

and in

best known

important

he

claimed

character

group are Hall,

(1574-16$6) is the

a literary point
was a

or

view.

diTine .

In

way as

the

to lead the

and

Ussher,

and

most interest

Like Donne ,

1597, with

he

atire s

S

first English s atiris t ,

Vices , he

introduced the

writing in England.

The works or
nature .

from

Hall

1608, with Characters of Virtues

vogue of

The

some extent on the f reer , more

melllbers of this

or letters before he

Virgidemiarwa,

to

the stricter Puritans .

Jnglieana .

or the three , Joseph

ing and aost
was

based

of

•meta

Hall

demonstrate much learning, often of an es oteri c

· They contain many quotati ons

from

the

Fath rs

e 1 Schoolaen, and

Rabbinical writers ; Hebrew and Greek quotations are frequent� worked
into the text; and.1 as llight

be

expected f'rom a aoralist1 the claaai-

cal satirists are extensiTe]J" drawn

upon.

He condemned the new atyle

Hall vas intensely- conservative .

of' preaching which some were seeking to introduce :
Certainly there cannot be a more certain argument of a de
cayed and. sickly- stomach, than the loathing of wholesome and
solid food1 and longing after f'ine quel�es choses of new
and artificial ceaposition. For us J away vith this vain ar
f'ectation in the matters or God. Sure]J", if aught under
heaven go down better with us than the saToury viands of
Christ and Him crucified; of faith and repentance, and those
plainly dressed, without all the lards and sauces of hwaan
device•t to say not worse , our souls are sick, and we feel
it not . '7
While his style is not actuall7 terse, it is often, when not encumbered
with

exegesis

or citation,

semble• the Restoration
other Jacobean

extreme]J"

mann

calla hta., 5 8 are
Who

or

to

follOWJ it re-

preaching more than that

or ·�

preacher.

The sermons of Hall,

thos e

er

plain and easy-

heard

of

him

an

the

"English Seneca , n as T . F .

•expositor.y•

character.

Kinloch

He won the !aTor o!

preaCh, in spite of his refusal to deal with

•attractive aubjecta , • D.y shoving great skill in the selection
text and the opening words

or

his sermon.

stance, When he preached in Gray 1 s

Inn

On

of'

his

one occasion, for in-

on the subj ect or The Great

5 7The Works of Joseph Hall, ed. by
Press, 186))1 V, p . 515

P.

Wynter (Oxford: University

•

Staples

.S8.r .

F.

Prea s ,

Kinloch,

1951) 1

P•

The Lite

57 .

and

Woru

h Hall

or Jo a ep

(New Yorkt
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Ilaposter hia text was .Jer. xvii, 9:
things; " and

his

•The heart is deceitful above all

opening words were:

I know where I UlJ in one of the great Phrontiaeriee or Law
and Justice. Wherefore serve law and Justice, but for the
prevention or the punishment of Fraud and Wickednes s? Give
me leave, therefore, to bring before you, Students, Masters,
Fathers , Oracles of law and justice, the greatest cheater
and Malefactor in the worlds our own Heart . 59

On

another occasion, during the Thirty Years 1 War, Hall ' s subject was

Saint

Paul ' s

combat;

his

text was I Cor.

xv,

.32a

•u after the manner

of men, I have fought vith beasts at Ephesue: n his

opening

wordls were:

Our Saviour foretold us , that these last days should be quarrel
some . All the world doth either act, or talk of fighting. Give
me leave therefore, to fall upon the common theme of the times;
and to tell you of a Holy Combat. 60
In

his analysie of the text, Hall is

alwayas

aimple.

As

against

the Puritan preachers of the next generation, who divided their texts
into a number of •heads , " and each head into a number

of

rare:cy

intricately aub-

has

divid.ed.

more than three heads , and these are never
The heads

are

given very early

in

•points, • he

the course of the sermon

and thus the hearers are enabled to follow the argument step by step.
His ear� ser.mons are Nashe-like in
prefers to

apeak or

those who

exhibit

6
description. 1

various aspects

of

He

always

a virtue in

their lives, rather than to analyse the virtue as an abstract concept.

S9wy.ter,

�

60Ibid. , V ,

Ibid . ,

6l .
E g . The
V , P• 259 .

P•

.!:!.!.:.1

V , p. 158.

337.

vivid description of refugees from the Plague

{ 1624) ,

26
With the straightforward, plain, and direct style of his later
years Hall went far to prove that it was not necessary to be highly
pictorial, allusive , or awitty• in order to avoid dullness .

Though .

hie late mann er lacked the richness of fancy and wealth of illultra
.
tion

which the prose · of his earlier period exhibited, it had a

·

solidity wnich was to characterize the simple prose style of the postRestoration.

His work represents the connecting link between the more

highly colored early" Jacobean sermon and the quieter vogue with which
the centur,y ended.
It is difficult to classify Thomas Fuller, the next seventeenth
century figure to be considered.

He was a loyal J.nglicanJ all his

works are filled with Bo;yalist and Ch�ch of England sentiln.enta , and
yet he stood alone .

His political vieva were too compromising to

please the enthusiasts for Divine Right aaong hia own party, and his
ecclesiastical views were not sufficiently rigid to meet with the ap
proval of Andrevea and Laud. 62
physical" sort.

He was a •vi t• but not . of the •meta-

Fuller ' s •nt• ie soaething more homely, and is due

to great familiarit7 with the Bible and acquaintance with the everyday
life of men.

The reader of Fuller ' s works is not forced to make an in-

tellectual analyeis as he JDll s t do with the •metaphysical conceits , •
when he reads :
Some haTe questioned ventriloquie , whether it can be done law
fully or no: might I coin the word cordiloquie , when men draw

62For a more detailed discussion ef Fuller ' s •moderation" see
'
Thomas Fuller 1 s, The Hol.z State and the Profane State 1 ed. by Maximilian
Graff Walten (New York: Columbia Univerait7 Prea • , l938 ) , I• pp . 3-6 • .
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the doctrines out of their hearts , sure all would count this
lawf'ull and c ommendable . 63
·

Fuller 1 s •vit " is compriaeci of

an

almost continuous series of wise 1

kincil;r, unexpected and lively comparisons and admonitions .
Though his Holz State

and.

Profane State is a series of character

sketches , rather than a pulpit sermon, it is indicative of the manner
of preaching which Fuller emplo7edz

he used a plain style, making

great use of ho.aly metaphor; he demonstrated his temperate and practical out look in ecclesiastical affairs ; and he aTo ided the bulk or

patristic alle&or.r, rabbinical learning, and aunnatural natural histor,r•

comaon to •oat earq seventeenth centur.y preachers .

Found in this

"character book• are also some rule1 to guide the sermon-maker:
He doth not onely DlOVe the bread or life, and toss it up
and down in generalities, but alao breaks it into parti
cular directionsz drawing it down to ca s es of Conacieg e,
that a man may be warranted in his particular actions .

g

He warns the llinis t er about using excessive quotationsz
Scripture he quote• are pregnant and pertinent .

•The pl.acea of

Aa for heaping up of

many quotations , it smack of vain ostentation or aeaor.y. •65
the Preacher ' s use of allusions , Fuller

sa

Concerning

ys :

His aimilles and illuatrations are alvaya :Camillar, never
contemptible . Indeed reasona are the pillars of the fabrick
ot a Se�n, / but aimilitudes are the windowa which give the
best llght . oo

6

3runer , � ��

�

P•

83.

ller, •The Faithfull Minister, " The Ho6r State and the Profane
State, P • 8).

6SIbicl.� P• 84.
·

"r.c .

cit .

- -
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Fuller had little influence on the style of later preachers .
As has been stated, his ·�t• was not the •metaphyeieal• sort, yet
his sermons showed him to be too .much a stylist , too rich in expression, and too fond of introducing an odd anecdote, to make him
acceptable among the Parliamentarians .

Certainly, a select company

of moderate men appreciated him., but he was too individual to be
imitated.
Although Fuller did not serve as a model for later preaching,
his work ia significant
work is .

in

the same way that Taylor ' s and Hall 1 s

The sermons of these three men illustrate the passing of

the patristic vogue and the arrival of a freer, more fluid style of
the classical aoralista, with the result illustrated in the work of
the Cambridge Platonists, and the perfected sermons of the 11terary
Restoration preachers , or �om Tillotson is the best example.
Very different from the work of Fuller or the •metaphyaicala •
is that of Jere� Taylor.

His sermons are more ornamented; and

though he turned to the authorities, he employed his classical references in a manner radically different from that of his contemporaries .

A statement in the •Preface" to The Great Examplar gives

a clue to much of Ta7lor 1 s work, and differentiates him from Donne
and the preachers who followed and imitated Andrewes .

It was Taylor 1 s

opinion thatt
•
•
•
the wisest persons, and those who know how to value
and entertain the more noble facultiea of their souls , and
their precious houre1 take more pleasure in reading the
productions of those old wise spirits , who preserved naturall
reaeon and religion in the midst of heathen darkness ( such

29
as are Homer, Euripides, Orpheus, Pindar, and Jnacreon,
.leschyllus , and Menander, and all the Greeke Poets z Plu
tarch and Polybiua, :Xenophon and all those other excellent
persons of both faculties (whose choicest dictates are
collected by Stobaeus ) Plato and his Schollers, Aristotle
and after him Porphyry, and all his other Disciples,
Pythagoras and his, especially Hierocles z all the old
Academicks and Stoicks with the Roman Schooles ) more
pleaaure I say in reading these then the trifling o! many
of the later Sehool ...n, who promoted a p etty interest of
a !�, or an unlearned opinion with great earneatnesse,
but added notg� to Christianity, but trouble, s cruple

7

and vexation.

Donne, Jndrewes , and the other •metaphyaicala, " were interested in the
doctrinal statements of the Fathers and Schoolmen, whereas Taylor drew
from these authors purely by way �f enforcing a mor�l lesson or supplying

a

graceful turn of phrase .

Coleridge says:

His reading had been oceanic, but he read rather to bring
out the growths of his own fertile and teeming mind than
to inform htmaelt respecting th e products of those of
other men. 6 6
Besides the well-known fact that Taylor was the master of ornate
sermons, the next s tronges t characteristic of his sermons
tion.

.lt times,

a

is

expatia-

whole succession of picturesque allu s ions �re

grouped together, all of them elucidating the same point.

Cloeeq

connected with expatiation is Taylor ' s extended and elaborate type of
image.

6 7Preface to Great
Exa!plar, ed.
are unDWilbered) •

t . , ( The page s of the preface

ci

�lish Divines,

68sa.Re l Ta7lor Coleridge, Note s on
De rwent Coleridge ( London: E. Moxen, 1853),

,

P•

209.

ad. b.f

Taylor was also a master of an excellent

plain

able to that of South and other later preachers.

style, compar

However, Taylor ia

too often placed in the categor,y of the ornate preacher without dne
consideration

of

the lucid plain style that he used during his years

of obscurity in Ireland.

He should instead probab� be accorded

a

place among those who, under the influence of the Royal society, were
to be the promoters of the new

plain.

style .

Puritans
The extreme Puritans could not tolerate the Bible 1 s being inter
mingled with the profane utterances of
planation was the ideal sermon.
ised, genera�, as being

however1

were

1d. th

to

the bare Word with ex

The Puritan sermon

in plain-•tyle,

doctrine of Calvin, replete
totally void of reference

men;

may

be character

modeled after the exposition

quotations from the Scriptures, and

the heathen writers .

Not

all Calvinists,

as opposed as some extremists to elas sical theory.

The

Puritan party was interested in rhetorical training, despite severe
limitation of ita application in matters of ccaposition.
whose text is cited

in

the first part of this chapter 1

vae

Brinaley,
himself a

Puritan. 69 Henry Smith, says Mitchell, vas well aware •that mere
baldness ia not to be mistaken for the Pauline &Tersion to the ' en
ticing words of man 1 s viadom • . • 70

69see

pp .

llongaid.e

2, 3.

70mtchell, � cit. , p. ll7 .

Henry Smith, and

to

be
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accounted greater
Adams ,· who

than

down

these

Thomas

in

greater writers
in the

the tyranny of the schematic patterns

pointed, more

of a leas

be placed

has been called •the Shakespeare o! the Puritans . • 71

Mitchell considers him a •fellov-vorker with
breaking

DDl&t

he as a Puritan preacher 1

·interests

aonorous · etyle . 72

Richard Baxter ie placed in the categor.y o! •Puritan preaCher, �
in

like

apite or the fact that he,

anything

but

a minister of the Church of England.

sin,

denied he was

However, Baxter

(!•!• ' predestination,

held to the doctrines of the Calvinist•
nal

would have

Wesley,

erici

perseverance of saints, effectual calling) 1 and practiced.

their atyle of preaching .

He

were

literary elegance lest it should

But Baxter vas well-trained

distract !rom hie message .
the or;y1 as

avoided

who 1

most Puritan ministers,

•were capable of filling the

margins

in

rhetorical

according · to Hugh

the

Bible in their

The fact that the Puritans
but

refus e d

to use it is

tradition of

the

a

vital

s eventeenth

were
point

centur.y.

rmons . 7 3

ee

educated

7�gh

Press, 19 $4) ,

Martin,

P•

143.

in

•con

·

rhetorical practice

in st�dying the rhetorical

Classicism was to thea, •not an

71John Brown, P\lritan Preachiag ill
Scribner ' s Sons , 1900) , P• 89 .
72Mitchell, �

Martin,

of �eir books with references to

classical, patristic and medieval literature, " but believed in
fining themselves to

·

Eylancl ( New York: Charles ·

�� p . 2 24.

Puritanism and Richard Baxter

( !Dndons

SCM
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end in

1tself,

but subsenient and he lpful in rell1ion1 " says Foster

Wata on . 74
The foregoing diatinction among the Anglo-Catholic• , Anglican. ,
and Puritans Should not be taken to mean that the Puritans employed a

atrietly austere prose style , while the Anglican and Catholic preachera ,
modeling their se rmons atte.r the olas aical orators and Fathers , preduced embellished, poetical prose .

The f'aet is that the Calvinistic

Epis copalians and moderate Puritans tended to aerge the two distinct
tylea into one smooth and fluid mediua.

a

It

was

th e Puritans who first

adopted the vernacular of Seneca, but in time, because of' his lofty
moral tone and plain style , Seneca appealed to preachers other than
Puritan.

The patristic vogue alow� died as the seventeenth centur,y

progressed.
Seneca,

and

The content of' sermons began to take on the coloring of'
individuality and peraonality developed, with the results

illustrated in the Cubrid.ge Platonists .

The sermons remained Isocra-

tean b,y tradition, but not because of deliberate imita�ion or a class
ical original.

If

there is a marked resemblance or the works of' Hooker,

Donne , and Taylor to the classical orators and the Fathers , it is be
cause these three men had soaething more in

c

ommon with rhetorical

tradition than meticulous attention to petty rules .
metaphorica� the

manner

Mitchell

sums

up.

in which the literar.y preacher handled his

Their
12 7.

P•

33
[ These sermons ] reseable less the performance o! a avorda
man in the fencing-school than the TigGrOUS action of a man
compelled suddenly to defend hia life with his weapon, but
one �o in his hour of greatest p eril is not who� devoid
ot the grace which wins the fencer praise. 75
Taylor is

school. M

an

example of the

man

set apart from

the

•remcing

The range of his quotations and allusions demonstrates that

he, like others of that pe rio d, was within a particular group but developed along ind.ividual linea .

There is a trace of the •chanical

in hia vork, but his expression is received at once as bearing person-

ality.

7�tchell, !E.!. cit. ,

P•

133.

CHAPTER II
DISPOSITIO OF THE WINTER-SERMONS

The Meaning of Diapositio .
The five canons of c la ssical rhetoric are :
memorio, elocutio1 and pronunciatio.
varying influence and

•ignificance.

inventio1 dispositio1

These main divisions have had
Certain divisions have received

more emphasis at time&J however, the divisions have kept most ot their
ear� �aning.

Diapoaitio has been the most often misunderstood and,

consequently, its cardinal principles have been neglected.

Russell H .

Wagner has shown that .there is no English word. which adequately exp la ins
diapositio . 1

•Arrangement• conveys only a fraction of its scope,

•Planning • is also inadequate.
doea

not coincide at all with

•co�oaitian• or •speech construction•
the •matching of material to needs created

by real situationa 1 which is the heart of diapoaitio 1 • say Wagner. 2

He believes that •organization• comes nearest to being a satisfactor,r
modern equivalent of the te:ra.

"But• he says, •it aoat commonq means

a rather elementary process or achieving substantive , logical form-the making of

an

outline--and,

adequate equivalent.•)

in

ita broadest usage, is far from an

Wagner 1 s atu� is thorough and needs little

1Ruaaell H. Wagner1 "The Meaning of Dieposi tio 1 11 Studies in
Speech and Drama ( New York z Cornell University Press, 1944) , PP • 2 85-293.
2

Ibi d. , P • 29 2 .

libid. , Loc.

cit.
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improvement.

It ia necessar.r, however, to give exaaples o£ how

diapoaitio has been misunderstood,

as

well as example& of the ancient

concept of the tem., in order that its aeaning

as

ueecl. in the auc-

ceeding chapter will be more comprehenaible.
The earl7 rhetorics in English do little toward solving the
probla in question.

Al.though

Cox 1 s

.&rte

or Cratte of Rhethoryke

( 15 30) deale alaost exclusive� with inventio and dispositio., it re
lates the term to logical and judicial sp e eche s , "Whereby [the

speaker] may knowe hove to ordre and set every thynge in his due
p lace . •4 Wilaon, in the Arte of Rhetoriqae (155 3 ) , devotes onl7 a
!ev pages to dispoaitio, and does not even include under it the parte
of a ape ech, since he had already dealt with them under invention.5
James Arderne in Directions Concerning Matter and Stile of Sermons
· offers little for the pulpit orator

�o

is concerned with dispositio.

Casually1 he aaya:
But if you demand., llhich is the most usefull and teaching
method? I think, where the •tter will bear it., it is
that of Propoaition, Confirmation, and Inference . This
last ia the same with which the best Rhetoritians advised
to make up the Peroration.6

hLeou.rd. Cox, .lrte or Crafte of .Rhethoryke ., ed. by Fre deric Ivea
Carpenter ( Chieagot Univerait7 Preaa , 1B99), P • 43 .
SThous Wileon t Arte ot Bhetorique, ed. by G. H. Mair
Clarendon Preas., 1909 ) , pp . 156-160.
6James Arderne, Directions Conce

Sermons ( 16 71) , ed. by ohn Maeka;y Oxtorcb
P•

9.

( Oxford:

the Matter and Stile of
ail Blackwell, 19
,

Caapbell 1 s Phileaophy of Rhetoric ( 17 76 ) ia largely concerned with
elocutio and ignores diapositio altogether .

7

or a Discourse, " but he does little more than
parts of speech .

8

Blair calla it
name

•conduct

and describe the

Whately, in his Elements of Rhetoric , reduces

•arrangement" to logical order. 9
MOdern treatises , likewise, bear these traditional limitations .
D. L. Clark, in Rhetoric and Poetry

in

the Renais sance, points out

that inventio includes all the material used in •working up the case,
and that d.ispoaitio is the art of arranging the material. •
Sandford, in his !nglieh Theories of Public A.ddre a a 1

10

w. P.

15 .30-182 8, gives

much the same iapreaaion. 11
But in 189 0, John F . Genung, in Practical Elements of Rhetoric,

vas appreaching the true ae•n1ng of dispoaitio .

He calli it •the

order of Diacourse, • and explains that •It is not determined b,y the

1aeorge Campbell, The Philosophy of Rhetoric ( New
& Brothers , 1860) .

laugh

Yorks

Harper

Blair, Lectures
Rhetoric and Be lle Lettrea , tenth
T • . Cadell and W. Davies , 1806), II, PP • 342-396.

o�

edition ( London&

9
Richard Whateq, Elements of Rhetoric ( New

Jackson, 1834) ( I, iii,

5,

Yorks William.
6, and 9 eap . , and iv) , PP • 88-92, lll-116.

v.

L. Clark• Bheteric &Jill Poe
Columbia Univerait7 Priae, 1922), p .

�.

2

llw. P. Sandterd•
( Columbus , Ohiot H. L.

in

•

the Re:aai aaance (Nev Yorka

t!liah Theeriea o! Pllblio Jlddreea1 1530-1828
edrick1 . l93i) ,

PP •

16, 19 .
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mere willfulneae of th e writer 1 s constructive fancy, but rather by
the na ture of the •terial, as interpreted by the exactness of pre
sent adaptednesa . • 12

Unfortunate�, however, instead of elaborating

on the key words , •nature of the •terial, 11 Genung proceed.& to discuss the •three fundallenta.l elements of the plana
•development , n and •conclusion. n

•introduction, "

Again, concerning 11development" he

comes close to explaining dispositioJ •to give them ( the ideas ) such
movement as shall make them work a desired effect . n l)
To determine

what

diapositio meant to the ancients it is neces-

sary to look at the principles they assigned to the term.
De

Cicero, in

Oratore and in Partitiones Oratoriae , offers the broadest and most

comprehensive discus sion of the term.
The first step toward a definiti on ia found in De Oratore,

(I, xxxi ) , where inventio and dispoaitio are diatinguiaheda
I learned that he mu.st first hit upon what to sayJ then
ge and marshall his disc overies , not merel7 in order
� fashion, but with a discriminati!_lg eye tor the exact
we ight as it were of each argument . l4

mana

A

more precise distinction between the two divisions is made in De

Oratore (IT) and Orator
inventio may be

Ginn

&

(XIV,

These passages concerned with

ized as follons

Inventio begins with

swnmar

12 John F . Geratac , The
Co. , 1890) 1 P• 24 •

1Jrbid. ,

XV) .

P•

Practical

a

ll-nta of Bhetoric ( Boston:

2 73.

lbCicero, De Oratore
( The Loeb Cla.aaical Library
1942 ) , I, P • 99 .

)

trans . by E.

(Cubridget

w. Sutton and K . Rackham
Harvard University Press,
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systematic search for arguments by means of running through all topica ,
which include ethical, pathetic, and logical proofs; it ends with the
analysis of the case; it includes the acquiring of a thorough . know
ledge of the case . l5

In

formation to make up a

effect, inventio is the acquiring of all

minip1•

case

in

in-

view of the issues involved.

The next atep or the orator is to "manage and marshall his diecoveriea , not merely

in

orderly fashion, but with a discriminating eye

tor the exact weight as it were for · each argument . •

A more precise

understanding of what is meant by •weight of the matter and judgment
or the speaker, n is found in De Oratore (II, lxxv- l..x:xf'i i) I
Accordingly I now return to the point in respect of which,
Catulus , you were prais ing me just now, the question of the
order and arrangement of one 1 s !acta and topics . In respect
of this there are two rules of procedure, one arising from
the nature of the cases and the other contributed by the
discretion and the wisdom of the speakers : for to make some
prefatory remarks , the.n to set out our case, afterwards to
prove it by establishing our own point• with arguments in
their favour and refuting our adversary ' s points , then to
wind up our case and so to come to our conclusions--this .ia
the procedure enj oined by the very _ nature of oratory; but
to decide how to arrange the atatements that have to be made
fer the purpose o! establishing and explaining our case-that is in the highest degree a task for professional skill.
For ma.ny arguments occur to us, and many considerations that
appear likely' to be of use to us in speakingJ but some of
these are so uaimportant as not to deserve notice, and some,
even if they offer some amount o! as sistance, are occasional�
of such a nature that they contain some flaw and that the
amount of assistance they seem to provide is not of auch value
as to be used in conjunction with a definite� detrimental
pcintJ llhile if neTertheless, as frequently happens , there are

1Sn. Oratore, trans . by Raclchu, I, pp. 303-305. Orator, trans .
by H. M. Hubbell (The Loeb Classical Library) (Cambrid.ge: Harvard
University Press , 1939) , P • 341-343 .
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numerous advantages and strong arguments, in � judgement
those among them that are the least weighty or that closely
resemble others that are weightier ought to be discarded
and left out ot the speechs in -.y own case when I am col
lecting arguments for � cases I make it � practice not so
much to count thea as to weigh thea • • • There are three
methods of bringing people to ·hold our opinion, instruction
or persuasion or appeal to their emotions , one of these
three methods we must openly display, so as to appear to
wish solely to impart instruction, whereas the two remain
ing methods should be interfused throughout the whole of6the
structure of our speeches like the blood in our bodies .
The distinction between discovery and adaptation of material is
made in other writings of Cicero.

In

Partitiones Oratoriae ( III) 1

Cicero filius asks his father, -what is the next step then [ after
invention] ?

Cicero pater replieaz

Having found your arguments, to put them together; and in
an unlimi ted inquir7 the order of arrangement is alBLOat
the same as that. in the arrangement of topics which I have
explained; but in a limited inquiry we 1111at also e11ploy
the means designed to excite the emotiona . l 7
Cicero filius asks, •shall

we

arrangement that we desire?"

always be able to keep to the plan of
The answer is:

•certainly not; the pru-

dent and cautious speaker is controlled by the reception given b,y hi•
audience--what it rejects had to be moditied. • 18
Dispoaitio1 then, to Cicero involved two processes .

One was the

grouping of ideas in their natural order--the exordium, narration, proof,
16o. Oratore1 � cit. , trans . by Sutton, I1 pp. 433-435.
l7Cicero, Partitionea Oratoriae, trans . by H. Rackham, ( Loeb
Classical Librar,y) (Cambridge, Massz Harvard University Press, 1942) ,
II, p. 317 .
18Ibid. , p. 323 .
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and peroration.

The other, and major process, was the exercising of

"discretion and prudence" to meet the particular issue

at hand.

Cicero ' s discussion of dispositio differs little from �intil
ian 1 s

in his Institutes of Orato;y.

diapoa itio is :
how we say

The latter ' s comment concerning

-For it is not only of consequence what we say, and

it, but

alao

where we say it; there is need therefore for

arrangement ( III, iii, 2 ) . • 19

This statement is clarified in his de

fense for refusing to write a book of rules on rhetoric ( I±, xiii, 1-9) .
In war and in apeech-mak1 ng, says Qlintilia1l1 diaposi tion is determined
qy special circums tances which exist in each engagement . 20

It is interesting to note that Aristotle had little to offer on
the Maning of diapoaitio.

He neglect• to define the term in his

Rhetoric, but he does state :
A speech has two parts . You must state your case and prove
it • • • These are the essential features of a speech; and
it cannot in any case have more than Introduction, State
ment, .lrguaent, and Epilo gue . 21
His discussion of these divisions consists almost entirely of principles
of adaptation

to

the audience

�or judges in forensics , legislators , or

critics of epiQeictic orator,r. 22

Furtherao�e, the length of the

l9 Q.tintilian 1 s Institutes of Oratory., trans . by J. S . Watson
( Londona George Bell and Sons , 1909 ) , I, P• 177.
2

0Ibid . 1 PP •

133-3$ .

21J.riatotle, Bhetoric, trans . by w. Rhys Roberts (New York:
House , 19 $4) , pp. 199-200. Roberts , p. 200 , note 1, states that
Aristotle first said •two parts , • then corrected himself later in the
paragraph.

Random

22Ibid. J

pp . 201-218.

u ·
narration
•
•
•
does not consist either in rapidity or conciseness, but
in the happy mean; that is saying just so m:uch as will make
the facts plain, or will lead the hearer to be lieve that the
thing has happened. 2 3

B,y inference , then, it might be said that Aristotle states here the
criteria for selection, adaptation, and arrangement of the materials
of speeches .
From the preceding discussion, it may be seen that
English word can describe dispositio .

Wagner

no

single

suggests that the

problem be confronted by settling on the word "disposition" and
giving it a special rhetorical meaning-- the meaning of diapositio .
Therefore, in analyzing the structure of Jere:m;,y Taylor 1 s
sermons 1 the word dispositio will be used in discussing the manner
in which he adapted his materials as well as how he organized them
"for the better aoving of the will. "

The Framework
It is easy to discern the outline of Taylor ' s sermons .

At the

end of the Introduction he announces his general procedure with state
ments such as :

•In answer to which question ve are to consider

•

•

•

n 24

23
Aristotle 1 � �� P• 2 0 8.
2 4Jere:my Taylor 1 "Apples of Sod.oa, • The Whole Works of the Right
Rev. Jer!!l Taylor, ed. by Reginald Heber . and Charles Page Eden (LOndon:
LOngman, Brown, Green and Longmana , et . al. , 1847-52 ) , IV, p. 2 3S.
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or

•that

I

may proceed

ma j or top ic 1 .

orde r�

Th e ma j or

•

•

•

, • 25 and

he then lists his £ew

topi cs are pre ce de d by Roman nume ra ls .

several sub-topics are preceded by stat ement s such as :

general

consideration

s tance s

•

numerals .

•

•

mBiY be

The

•But this

he igh tene d: with four or five circum

• 26 These s evera l

•circumstances •

are

marke d by Arabic

In the cas e o! minute divi sions , as in The Good and Evil

Tongue , h e marks

sub-top ic s a s

•1) , • sub-aub -top ic a as

the sub-sub-topic is divided he marks the

divis i on by

•1, • and if

Arabic numerals

alone .
Major divisions
Although Taylor followed most often the standard procedure of
three pointe , he had no set pattern of divi s ion.
Golden Grove

s ermons ,

27 aix c ons is t of two major

consist of three ma j or topi c1 ;

25Ta7lor,

29

t op ic a ; 28

thirteen

and two consist of four maj or

•or Godly Fear, •

26 •The
·
Doouday Book, "

or the fifty-two

!£!.

c it . , IV, p .

Ibid. , p .

88 .

10.

27!11 the sermons !or the year are cited in this instance in
order that •ore comprehens ive data may be seen concerning th e number
of' topics in ea ch sermon.
Henceforth, only the "Winter Sermons " will
be us e d, since data from th e total number will not affect the con
clusions drawn from this repres entative group .

28
The Good and Evil Tongue , Return of Prayers 1 Of the Spirit o!
Grace, The Deceitfullness of the Heart, The Faith and Patience of the
Saints , . Of Growth in Sin, and The Serpent anc:l the Dove .
2 9noomsday

Book, Of Godly F ear , The House of Feasting, �
Ring, Th e Apple s of Sodom1 The Invalid!ty of a Late or Death
bed Repentance , The Me rcy of the Divine Judgements , Of Growth in Grace ,

Marriage

The Foolish Exchange , and The Miracles of Divine Mercy.

topics . 30

Of Christian Simplicitz is divided into seven see.tions , but

the sections are marked by Arabic
major divisions.

They

nume

rals and are not intended to be

aimp� constitute a list of the char•cteristics

of Christian simplicity.
It

will

be observed from the preceding data that the number of

sermon subjects does not add up to fifty-two .

The reason for this is

that not all the material on a chosen subj ect is discus sed in one sermon.

It takes Taylor from tvo to four

sermons

to

cover all

This doea not mean that each sermon com-

points on a given subject�

prises a major topic, or that each maj or topic begins a
Quite

nev

frequent�, a point is split so that part of it ia in

and the remainder is in another.
of a point from

one

his maj or

sermon.
one sermon

The best example of this ext8118 ion

sermon to the next ia in The Good- arid Evil Tongue :
Introduction
I.
1.

( 1)

( end of sermon XXII]

(2)
[ end of

( 3)

sermon

XXIII ]

2.

).
[ end or sermon

lOTh•
Cut oft.

XXIV]

Flesh and the Spirit and The Descending and Entailed Curse

II.

1.

2.
3.

( 1)
(2)
{ 3)

( 4)

[ end or subject]
The arrange•nt cited above c learly indicates that the sermons as
they appear in The Works were not written in the form in which they

were preached at Golden Grove.

Even the seventeenth-century auditory

could not follow the thought of a sermon that ended one Sunday with
aub-au.'b-topic

"(1) and resumed the following
•

Sunday vith sub sub
-



topic " ( 2 ) , " especially if the re was no introduction the following
Sunday.

Another fact to support thia proposition is that the sermons

as they appear in The Works are intended for an erudite, academical
audienceJ yet Taylor says in hie title-page and his dedication to Lord

Carbery that they were preached at Golden Grove to the fudq of his
patron and t o a few g entlemen
hood,

and

ladies of that secluded neighbor-

and to as many of the peasantey on the estate as could under

stand Engliah. 3l Therefore, in preparing his sermons for the press ,
Taylor .ust not only have changed his recondite illustrations and

allRsiona, but must also have arbitrarily separated each portion or a
subj e ct so as to make

Jl..ra7lor,

up

the total fifty-two sermons for the year.

� cit. , IV, PP•

3-5.

As

4S
so adapted, his discourse• were then suited to the capacities of a
learned reader.

An introduction or review was not needed at the

beginning of a new sermon of a aeries because in essay form all the
sermons of a chosen subject could be read at once or reviewed at will.

Probab�, such changes did not alter the reasoning or his original discourses, since, as Heber says ,
Those peraon are mistaken who apprehend that a congregation·
in the humble ranks of life are unequal to the task of
following up the most accurate chain of reaso�, it con
veyed in words of which they know the uaning . 32
Nor would such an arrangement be effected by apecial-day topics �ich
have alwaya been popular with the Church of England, because Taylor
has no sermons that are adapted to a particular day more than to any
other, with the exception of the sermons delivered on Advent and
Whitaunday.

Subdivision•
Contrary to the traditionalist&, Taylor does not limit himself
to a small number or subdivisions .

He divides his aaj or topics ac-

cording to the requirements of the case .

Ring,

For example 1 in The Marriage

which has the least number of subdivisions of any sermons

studied, the subdivis ion�� are as f'ollowa :

46
Introduct ion

I.

l.
2.

3.

4.

5.
II.

l.

2.

).
4.
III.

1.

2.

3.

In

Inkevarmness and Zeal, the most .:inutely divided sermon of any

•tudied, the divisions are as fo llowa s
Introduction

l.

2.

I.

1.
l.

2.

3.

4.

5.

2.

3.
4.

5.
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II .

1.
1.
2.
3.
2.

1.

2.

3.
[At this stage of the outline Ta71or
interposes a digression. ]
1.

1.
2.
3.

4.

2.

3.

1.
2.
III .

1.
2.
1.
2•
.3 •
••

This latter outline is not as labored a division as it may seem, how
ever.

The subdivisions are little more than the lis ting of items per-

taining to each maj or point.

The reason for the variety illustrated

in the two examples above will be dis cus s ed in the second part of this
chapter, which deals with �adaptability. •

Topic Sentence•
A

practice which Taylor uses extensively is the placing of a

concise statement at the beginning of every major topi c , sub-topic, and
even each paragraph, which suggests what is to be in that particular
division.

Thus , the reader has

what ia to come .

some

anticipation of, and insight into ,

From an outline Which uses a topic s entence for each

division it may be seen how each sentence serves not only as an outline heading for the whole ser:mon but alse as an •introduction" to
each division:
The Marriage

Ring

Introduction:
The first blessing God gave to man was society, and that society
was a JU.rriage, and that arriage was confederate by God hi.JISel:t,
and hallowed by a blessing • • •
I.

The duty as it generally relates to

man

and wif e in conjunctiona

1.

In Christo et eccleaiaa that begins all

2.

Ma n and wif e are equally concerned t o avoid a ll offences
of each other in the beginning of their con7ersation • •

3.

Let man and

la..

wife

•

•

•

be careful to stifle little things

•

•

Let thea be sure to abstain from all things which by ex
perience and observation they find to be contrar,y to
each other.

•

•

5.
n.

The next inquiry' is more particular,
duty of the man.

1.
2.

).

4.

III.

Let the husband and wife infinitely avoi d a curioua
distinction of mine and thine • • •
and

considers the power and

A husband ' s power over his wife is pate rna l and
frien�, not magisterial and despotic .
1 Let him love his wife even as himself '

•

•

•

Hither also is to be referred that he secure the
interest of her virtue and fe licity b,y fair example

Above all the instances of love let him preserve
wards her an inviolable faith , and. an unspotted
chas tity • • •

Nov concerning the woman ' s dnty

•

•

•

to

•

l.

The

2.

The next line of the woman 1 s duty is compliance • • •
concerning which as there can be no particular measure
set down to all person • • • it ia to be limited by
christian modes ty, and the usages of the more excellent
and s evere ma. trona .

first is obedience
that is required • • •

•

•

•

•

it

is

Tolnntar,y cession

The Parts of Speech
The names of the six parts of sp ee ch in classical

the ory

are

exordium, divisio, narratio, confir.matio, refutatio , and peroratie .
To Taylor the names of these parts were unimportant, so long as the

tasks assigned to ea ch were adequate � fulfilled.
parts of

speech

in tenu of

func ti on,

as

He thought of the

did Aris totle , who

belleTed

that •the only ne cess ary parts of a speech are the Statement and the

Proof . • 33

In

Taylor 1 s sermons the exordium, dirlsio, and narratio

33Ariatotle, � =!:h.,

P•

199.

•
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are included in an •introduction• without any sharp definition among
the three parts .

He does not develop confirmatio and refutatio, as

such; but instead he organise s the main developMnt of his material
in

a general division known as the •body. 11

He almost always in

cludes a conclusion, or peroratio1 although, occaaiona�, as in the

case of The Marriage Ring and The Flesh and the Spirit, this final
atep is lacking.

But even in these sermons he obtains much of the

effect of a conclusion through a climactic progression to a well
timed ending .
The length of the parta of Taylor ' s sermons varies proportion
a� to the requirements of the parta , rather than according to con

ventional, mechanical practice .

Thus ,

in

Table I it can be seen that

the length of each part varies from sermon to sermon.

For example ,

the introduction to The Marriage Ring is approximately three times
the length of the introduction to The Houae of Feasting, even though
the lengths of the two sermons are approximately the same .

The third

maj or topic in The Doomsday Book is one and two-thirds times the
leqth of the third -.jor topic in :W.kevarmness and Zeal, and so on
through all the sermons .

This table also shows that the length of

the sermons ia not proportional to the length of � of its constitu

ents .

For example, The House of Feasting and The Marriage Ring are

approximately -the same length, but the maj or points vary considerably,
especially point II, and in The Flesh and the Spirit the third point
is considerably longer than the third point in Godly Fear, even though
Godly Fear is the longer sermon.

TABLE

I

LENGTH OF THE DIVISIONS OF THE WINTER SERMONS

IV

Intro .

I

II

III

96

2 78

801

500

Return of Prayers

200

396

42.$

52 S

Of Godq Fear

1)6

166

609,

419

The Flesh and the Spirit

70

243

223

648

Of Lukewarmnes s and Zeal

116

3 77

918

302

67

214

479

267

. 221

2 78

344

2 S9

1107

Apples of Sodom

93

501

70S

3 15

1674

The Good and Evil Tongue

92

1500

429

Doomsday Book

The House of Feasting
The Marriage Ring

24

Con.

Total

61

1736

26

1.596

Sl

1381

109

12 93
171.3
104

60

1131

2021
\n.
J-1

52
Table II, below, shows .that the ratio of the particular
to

the whole varies

twenty per cent of

considerab�t
the �ole

introductions range from four to

s ermon; first point, from

thirty per cent; second point, from
third point, from one
to eight per cent.

to eight per

The most

s eventeen

to

chara c te ris tic of all the

a point according

in strength

up

requires les s

to

fact that

importance, and

to its

the next

s ermons

up to the
from one

s tudi ed, rein

increas e

Taylor devotes
the point s

more

increase

as the culminating argument,

the las t point , which,

development.

force will be demonstrated in the
any event, this sch�me

or organization.

that the

each thought

means :

portion of this chapter.
the key

various stage of

In

to Taylor ' s method

his plan

may not be

( l) distinction ( topics ) , in order

of the discourse may

sequence, wherein each

achieve cumulative

are framed by his striving after

His discourses

growth, and

second

length seems to be

obscured he employs two
that

to

The reason for this

The way in which he uses this matter to

climactic

from two

This increase in lines

length from point to point lies in the
time

division

one

of the number of divisions .

gardless

c onc lu s ion,

atriking observation from Table II is tha t

last point 1 then drops off sharply. 34
is

to

twelve

to fifty-three per cent;

cent; and the

the per cent of lines increases from

division to the next

parts

successive

be well

discriminated; and ( 2)

thought of the

di

a cours e

grows

out

of each preceding thought, or top ic, without breaks and dislocations .

34see !pp . B for graph which
Taylor ' s s ermons .

illustrates the

length

scheme

in

II

TABLE

LENGTH SCHEME IN PERCENTAGES OF THE DIVISION OF

THE WINTER

I

II

III

16

. 46

. 28

.12

. 25

. 27

. 33

. 10

. 12

. 44

. 30

. os

. 19

. 17

. 50

. 07

. 22

. 53

. 18

. o6

. 19

. 42

. 24

. 20

. 25

. ;1

. 24

Apples or Sodom

. o6 .

. ;o

. 42

. 22

The Good and Evil Tongue

. 04

•

72

. 21

Intro.
DooJJl8day Book
The
Of

The

Return

of

. 06

Prayers

Godly Fear
Flesh

and the Spirit

lukewarmness and Zeal
The

House

The

Marriage Ring

of

Feasting

•

SERMONS

IV

Con •
. 03

.o1

. 02
. 04

.oa

.oa

. o;

\1l
w
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So far in the present chapter the general construction of
Taylor ' s sermons has been analysed.

The second portion of the chapter

conc erns the more specific matter of "adaptability, • including the
•runctional"method of arrangement peculiar to Taylor .

Adaptability

Subject, Theme, and Title
Before demonstrating how Taylor chose an appropr�te title, it
is necessar,y to descriminate the term. •subj ect, " •theme, " and •title . "
The subj ect ia genera� understood to mean the general, or class -idea,
on lihich a discourse is based.

The theme is the sum of the thought

reduced to its briefest and most condens ed statement .

It may take the

!or.m of the written or stated title, �ich is a re-s tatement or the
theme in practical form for use1
author.

or it may exist in the mind or the

Normally, the aubj ect ia chosenJ then the theme is deduced

by

reading, meditating upon, and analyzing a store of ac cumu lated materi
als until a point or view is determined, then the studying is limited
to topics which fortify the theme .

However, a peculiar relation of

subj ect and theme is found in the composition of sermons .

Here the

subj ect ie inherent in the text o! scripture instead or being embodied
in a general word or phrase which is suggested by an infinite range o!
material.
The texts of Taylor ' s sermons , as they are interpreted with
reference to context, circumstances, and parallel pas sage s , contain
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not only the suggestion of the theme but also the condensed embodim.ent of material and often of illustration.

In other words , Taylor

found material for a given text inetead of finding a text for material.
The Return of PrayersJ or1 the Cond.itions of a Prevailing Prayer is a
good example of the dilation or text into a sermon title and proposition&
THE RETURN OF PRAYERS:

·

OR, THE CONDITIONS OF A PREVAILING PRAYER

31

John ix.

1 Now we know that God heareth not sinners ; but if &Jl1' man be
a worshipper or God, and doth His will, him He heareth . 1
•
•
•
•God heareth not sinners , " so the blind man in the
text:
and confident�, •this we know. " He had reason indeed
for his confidence ; it was a proverbial saying, and ever,y
. where recorded in their scriptures , which were read in the

synagogues every sabbath-day.
•For what is the hope of the
hypocrite? n saith Job; •will God hear h is cry when trouble
cometh upon him? "
No, He will not.
WFor if I regard iniquit7
in my heart, the Lord will not hear me , n said David; and s o
said th e Spirit of the U>rd by the s on of David • • • I t was
a known cas e, and an established rule in religion, "Wicked

pers ons are neither fit to pray tor themselves nor for others . "
Which propoaition let us first cons ider in the s ens e or that

purpos e llhich the blind man apoke it in, and then in the utmost
extent of it, as its analogy and equal reas on goes forth upon

us and our neces s ities .

·

I.
The man was cured or his blindnes s , and being examined
concerning him that did it, name d and glorified in his physi
cian:
but the spiteful pharisees bid him give glGry to God,
and defy the miniaterJ for God indeed was good, but He wrought
that cure by a wicked hand.
•No, 0 says he 1 •this ia impos.---·
sibl� if' this man were a sinner and a false prophet , " for in

that instance the accusation

vas

intended, •God would not hear

hie prayer1 and work miracles by h:i:Jl in veri!ication or a lie . "
"A false prophet could not work true miracles . •
II .

That �ich yet concerns us more nearly is , that •God

heareth not sinners : 8

that is , if we be not good men, our

prayer• will do us no good

•

•

•
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But that I may reduce thie neces sary doctrine to a method,
I shall consider, that there are some persons whose prayers

are sins, and some others whose prayer• are inef fectual

•

{48-51)

Here the text expresses merely the kernel or lesson of the passage in
which it

o c curs ,

and its teaching is made clear, first, by parallel

acripture ; secondly 1 by a summary of the whole narrative ; and then the
acripture is given peraonal application b,y the development following
it, "if

!!

be not good men. •

The propGsition follows ,

•I shall con

sider, that there are some o thers whose prayers are ineffectual. 0
Taylor ' s problem, then, is to sh ow what is required of a person

be-

tore hia prayer is answered; thus , the word • c nditions , • and that

o

the title may embody the total material or his sermon, pers everance
in prayer he adds •preT&iling. •
more than

to

Bnt the purpose of this sermon is

show whether God hears prayere and so he npplies an

additional and more general title , The Return of Prayers .
Space does not permit the cit ing or more passages to illue trate the deduction of titles .

But it may

be

helpful to cite a few

of the prop ositions appearing in Taylor ' s sermons , to see their re

lationehipe to
1.

Title:

their

titles : 35

The Doouday Book:

��

Christ ' s Advent to Judgment

Prop o sitions
I shall alva� repres ent it . as ' the Lord ' s
te rror, • that we may b e afraid of sin for the destruction
t
(9J
of which this terror is intended.

2.

Title :

Of

Godly

Fear

Proposition:
Reverence and godly fear, • • • they are the
duties of eTery Christian, �ey are the graces of God .
( 86 )

J.Ssee J.pp • .11 :for the texte , as well as the order and number ,
of the sermons .

·

S7
3.

Title :

The Flesh and th�

Spirit

Propo s ition: where the ap irit inclining to goo d, well dis
posed, and apt to h o� counsels , does inhabit in aociety
with the !leah, it means onl.¥ a weak and unapt nature , or
a state of infant grace • . ( ll9 )

4.

Title :

Of Imcewaraness and

ZealJ .2!:, Spiritual Fervor

Prop oa i tiona • • • by His lava [ Christ] did make provision•
that God ehou�i be aerved .entirely , according to God alvaya
de e igne d, and according required b,y His prophets , and parti
cular� in my text, and by these two provisions both the in
tention and the ext ens i on are secured • • • we shall be
neither lame nor cold, without a limb nor without natural
heat, and then •the work of th e Lord will prosper in our
hands :
•but if we fail in e ith e r , we do 8the Lord ' s work
deceitfully, • and then we are accursed. ( lh5)
In re duc ing the subject to a t itle Taylor is c onsis tent in relating the

f2!! of

the title to the

� of

o:C two kinds ; descriptive and expositoey.
sermon

The

discourse .

Obviously,

s e rmons �re

a de e cript ive

is the harder to reduce to words, since it is a concept � idden

in the mind of the author and is revealed onl7 in the total content of
the discourse .

Chriat 1 a AdYent to Judg!ent is a des cripti on or things

in another reala, portrayed individually and creatiYely.
total conception is
to suggest

Since the

o:C the • Lord ' s terror, • a second title is required

the spirit of the judgment as Tqlor saw it; thus , The Dooma-

day Book precedes the more specific title .
the for.m of a phrase

embodying the idea expoUnded, with a suggestion

of the means of exposition
gests that the

employed.

The title The

Marriage Ring sug

discourse will concern matrimony in relati on to a sacred

ritual, as is iaplied
of the method

An exp� sitory theme takes

b.f •Ring . •

or exposition is

This idea is fortifie d, and s omething

unde rs to od, by the second title,
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MY!teriousneas and Duties o! Marriage .
Tongue 1 immediately

sums

The title , The Good and Evil

up the ideas to be explainedt

the character

istics of proper speech and the vices of gossip and flattery.
Taylor 1 s titles show many qualities .

1.

They are attractive and interesting in

to attract attention he sometimes

uses

themselves .

figures of speech such

In order
as

anti

thesis , as in The Flesh and the Spirit, Of hllcevarmness and Zeal,

.'!:!!!

Good and Evil Tongue ; and metaphorical titles , as in The House of

Feasting and Apple s of Sodom, ��ch appear at once to be more literar.y
than didactic .

2.

They

are

suggestive; · that is , they are commensurate with

the subject matter, so that every thought is provide� for in the. title,
and every word in the title has its meaning.
example .

or God.1y Fear is a good

The first word, •or 1 11 indicates that Taylor is going

plain the meaning of hi� subject; also, •o:f•

seems

to

ex

to imply that the·

explanation is to be somewhat ordered instead of discursive or ea.ual,
as would

be the cas e had he used •an. •

Then, "Godly Fear• impliea

that the subject is a distinct form of fear, different from - fear in
general, and requires special

consideration.

Thue, the title, though

it does not contain more than a promise of the working idea, suggests
exactly, as far as it goes , the actual scope and treatment of the sub
ject .

3.

They are brief .

From the text, Ma.tths �, U, •The spirit

indeed is willing, but the flesh is weak, " ·T�lor states the subj ect,
•where the spirit inclining to good, well disposed, and apt to hoq
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c ouns els , does inhabit

in society with the flesh, it means only a

weak and unapt nature , or a state of infant grace . "

He condenses

this subject into the aiJiple title, The Flesh and the Spirit .

In

spite of its briefnes s , the title suggests , partly because of its
similarity to the text, that the discourse will deal with the con

flict of two opposing forces .

4.

When the title is not sufficient� suggestive, or when

it ia desirable to combine some of the above-named requisites , a

second, or sub-title , is added to the main one .

The first title

is general, and the second is more specific and explanatory.

Introduction
The introduction furnishes such preliainar.y information as is
needed to put the reader in pos session of the subj ect, the point of
view, and the manner of the treatment .

It comprises whatever is

neces sar,y to make the proper approach to the theme .

The natural place

to state the theme, therefore , when it is expressed, is at the end of
the introduction .

This is exemplitied in the quotation from The Re

turn of Pra1ere on pages

55-56,

and culminates in a proposition.

where the introduction leads up to

In almost all cases Taylor add1 to

the statement of the proposition a brief indication of the plan, but
onlY of ita leading heads .

To preview the material in the form of an introduction requires
different procedures , according to the type of discourse and according
to

its form and style .

However, since Taylor 1 s sermons are or the
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didactic type he does not have to arouse good will, or overcome
prejudice .

He generally hae only to define the s etting in time , in

apace 1 or in a system of id.eas .

'

In The Marriage

Ring

he builds a

s etting for the theme b,y tracing the hie t or.y of marriage from ita
beginning, through it1 radical change s , up to its re-establishment s
The fir•t blessing Go4 gave to man vas society, and that
s ociety was a marriage, and that marriage was confederate
by God. hi.Juelt • • • and at the same time 1 and for very
many descending age•, not only by the instinc t of nature ,
· but by a super-added. forwardnes s , God himselr inapiring the
desire, the world was most desirous of children, impatient
or barrennes s , accoanting single life a curse , and a child
less person hated b,y God • • • This was the oo ne e quent of
the first ble s sing , 1 increase and multiply. 1
The next
b lessi ng was the promise of the Mes siaa , and that also in
creaeed in men and women a wonde rfu l desire of marriages
for as soon as God had chosen the faaily of Abraham to be
the blessed line from whence the wo rld 1 s Redeemer should
descend according to the flesh, ever.y of his daughters hope d
to have the honour to be His mother or Hie grandmother or
something of His kindred: and to be childles s in Israel was
a sorrow to the Hebrew women great as the e lave ry of Egypt
or their dishonours in the land of their captivity.

But when the Messias was come, and the doctrine was pub
lished, and His ministers but few, and His disciples were to
suffer pers ecution and to be of an unsettled dwelling • • •
it pleased God in this new creation to inspire int o the
hearts of His s e rvant s a disposition and strong desires to
live a single lite • • •
•
•
• when th e case was altered •
•
•
in very many persons
it was wholly changed, and not the married but the unmarrie d
had • trouble in the f le sh ; ' and the state of marriage re
turned to its first blessing • • • ' and it was not good for
man to be alone . •

But in this first interval, the public neces sity and the
pr ivate zeal Ringling together did sometimes overact their
love of lingle life 1 even to the disparagement of marriage ,
and to the acandal of religion • • • Upon this occasion it
grew necessary for the apostle to atate the question right ,
and to honour to the holy rite of marriage 1 and to snatch
the mystery from the hands of zeal and folly1 and to plac e
it in Christ 1 s right hand • • • ( 207-209 )
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Though The Doomaday Book is prt.ari� a descriptive diacourse,
its setting is defined both b,y descriptive and expository methods .
The

description is within the exposition.

Th e general pursuit is to

give a detailed explanation o! the text, or what is meant by the
several parts of the text :

first, •we must all appear; • second,

"before the judg ement seat; n and third, •the things due to the bod1'• "
But in his proposition he states that he wishes to represent his
theme as "the Lord ' s Terror. "

Ther efore ,

the introduction is con-

cerned with two things preparatory to tracing out the path 0f the
works

first, a systa or. ideas ; and second, an approach to the des-

cription of the nadvent of judgment . •
troduetion

1.

The first paragraph of the in-

includes the systea o! ideas :

Virtue and vice are so es sentially distinguished, and the
distinction is so necessary t o be observed in order t o
the well-being of men in private and in s ocieties , that
to divide them in theuelves , and to separate them by
sufficient notices , and t o distinguish them by rewards ,

hath been designed by all laws , by the sayings of vise
men, by the order of things , by the ir proportions to good
or evilJ and the expectations of men have been framed
accordingq

2.

The world hath armed itse lf against vice, and by all that
is wise and sober among men hath taken the part of virtue,
adorning it with glorious appelatives , encouraging it b,y
rewards , entertaining it with sweetness , and commanding
it by edicts, fortifying it with defensatives, and
twining vith it in all artificial c omplianc e & • • •

3.

The a ctions o r closets and chambers , the de signs and
thoughts of men, • • • are left indifferent to virtue
and or to Tice • • •

4.

It must follow !rom hence that • • • for the interest of
virtue and the necessities of the world, that the· p rivate
should be judge d • • •
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5•

.

Therefore God hath so ordaine d it that there shall be
a day of doom, wherein all that are let alone by men
shall be questioned by God • • • 1 For we must all
appear before the judgll.ent-seat of Christ that every
one may receive the things done in his body • • • '

( 7-8)

Though Taylor presented hi� plan in a more interesting

manne r

than that of a syllogiaa, this system of ideas could be reduced to
such .

Man must be judged by a power capable of right judgement; God

alone is capable of right judgement; therefore, God, not man, must
judge .
Concerning for.m. and style, the relation between the introduction
and the development, in Taylor ' s sermons , may in a s ense be regarded
as a relation of contrast:

a contrast between the general and the

particular, and between the abstract and the concrete .

For instance,

when the dis course deals with concrete, particular facts 1 the introduction naturally seeks some general setting for them, or some larger
region of thought to which all the facts are related as parts or

exemplifications , as is the case in The House of Feasting.

In this

sermon Taylor proposes to •represent three things :

1.

That plenty and the pleasures of the world are no proper
instruments of felicity.

2.

That intemperance
is a certain enemy to it ; making life
unpleasant , and death troublesome and intolerable .

3.

I shall add the rules and measures of temperance in
eating and drinking, that nature and grace may j oin to
the constitution of man ' s felicity.
( 181)

Under the first heading he builds a case to show that •plenty and
pleasures of the world are no proper instruments of felicity• by
demonstrating apeci:ticaJ.4 that man and beast are provided for
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sufficiently.

He cites examples shoving how certain animals and

plants such as sheep , fungi ,
IIUrtured.

and fish are clothed, sheltered, and

He then shows that each living thing is dependent upon a

portion of other living things for survival.

Therefore , if' one

creature over-indulges , the balance of nature is overthrown to a de
gree relative to the intemperate one ' s appetite .

He then cites

apecific examples of such men as John the Baptist , Diogenes, and
Socrates , who existed happi� upon their common provisi ons .

Then under

the second heading he gives numerous illustrations from the classics ,
the scriptures , and the fathers , which shov that intemperance is not
as pleasurable to the indulger as it seems .

Under the third heading

he lists practical measures to guide man in eating and drinking.
Thus , he makes application all the way through to his general intro
dgction1 which states that the seeking of felicity b.1 Epicur� means ,
a principle extreme� inconsistent vith Christian!ty, is rewarded by
miaery.

This same contrast of general subj ect and apecific material is
seen in The Doomsdaz Book.

In the introduction T�lor shova the

neces sity of a judgment, explains the text, and proposes to shov •the
Lord 1 s terror . •
specific:

The last sentence suggests that the material will be

•Every of these a;r:e dressed with cir CUJilS tances of afflic

tion and aff'rightaent • • • "

The body of the discourse ia drawn with

a finer stroke, giving detailed description of the people judged, the
judge, and the sentence.

6�
In

most of his sermons , however, Taylor is concerned w:ith a
That

general truth which is in accord with the nature of the text .

is , when the text is of a general nature , the dis cus sion concerns a
general truth .

xxvi,

41,

Though

For example, The Flesh and

the

Spirit is from Matthew ·

11The spirit indeed is wi lling, but the flesh is weak . n

the text is the nucleus to the whole work, unlike Doomsday Book,

it does not contain in itself specific topics stating wherein the
spirit is wi lling .

a

starting

I t becomes necessary then, for Taylor to see� as

point s ome

The Fleah and the

Thus

particular concrete application.

Spirit

with a specific illustration

of

he begins

man 1 s

double

nature :
When God bade the Israelites rise and go up against the

Canaanites and posses s the land, they would not stir; the
men were Jnakims , and the cities were impregnable , and there
was a lion in the vayJ but presently after, when God forbade
them to go, they would and did go, though they died for 1� .

This introduction contributes several valuable suggestions to the
thought :

1.

The whole furnishes

a

concrete

exemplification of

the general

fact under consideration.

2.

This s ituation, extreme and almost humorous , is valuable as

a setting for discussing this particular imperfection of man •

.3 .
the

This s ituation pin-pointe the thought that is discus sed in

body.
In

.

.

The Good and Evil Tongue the starting point !or

is a story, which begins :
fort himself

b,y

�e

'

thought

"He that had an ill memory did wisely com

reckoning the advantage s he

had by

his forgetfulness• �
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Arter pre senting this attention-getting phras e , he tells h ow a cer-

tain man was s ecure from malice because he had such short remembrance
of

his anger .

Of

Slander and Flat tery be gins wi th an epigram:

is twice as ked a queation and then answers is to be
answers weakly: but he that apeaks before he
need take care he apeak viae lyJ for if he does
not he hath no excuse , and if h e does , yet it loses half its
beauty.

He that

excus ed if he
be aske d., had

The Duties of the Tongue begins

with a quotati on:

us to speak, and God t eaches us to hold our tongue . • "
devices ,

" ' Men teach

These

three

illu st rati on , epigram, and qu otat ion, are intended to emboqy

or suggest in concrete for.m the principle or general truth under diacuaa ion.
The fa c t
and

that Taylor ' s introductions are p lanne d for general

specific thought has nothing to do with their varying lengths .

For exaaple ,

in terms o! length the introduction to The Marriage Ring

is twenty per cent of the a e rmon, and the introduct?-on to The Fle sh
and

the Spirit is only five per cent of the sermon; yet, both intro

ductions are preparatory for a general dis cus sion.

Taylor includes

onl.y that which is pertinent and interesting, whether 1t be

short.

long or

As has be en s aid, in orde r to di s cu s s the sacredness of

JU.rriage he had to give a
Marriage Ring.

his torical and fa ctual background in �

Also, the length is aost often determined by the

ornateness or his amplification or the parts or the intro� etion, and
the degree of ornateness depends

upon the

importance of

the part.

To

illustrate, in prac ti cally all the sermons stu di ed, the intro ducti on
follows

a s cheme consiating of two parts:

first, the development of
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p

the theme begins with a definition1 illustration, quotation, or e i

graa which s omewhat explains the title; then the scripture is explained if any

pointe

need clarifying.

For example , in The Doomsday Book

he has two diTisions in the introduction:

. .

he lightly defines the

terms of virtue and vice , and explains why there should be a judgment;
he then clarifies what is meant by "the things done in the bod1". "

The

reasons given for the judgment are short and direct, without elabo
However, in the introduction to The Return of Prayers , 'Which

ration.

is twice as long as that of The Doomsday Book, he

us e s

twenty-six linea

of figurative language in one sentence to elaborate on the JllYStery of
prayer; and the single idea which he expresses in this long periodic
sentence is that man does not know how to
text, which requires more
firat,

"in the

and then

in

s en s e

pray.

Then he explains his

clarifying than that o! The Doou day Book:

of that purpose which the blind man spoke it

the utmost extent o! it, as its analogy

•

•

•

in,

goes forth

on us . "
The examples above show that Taylor elaborated according to the
need of the cas e ,
troduction.

though he had the s emblance of two

parts

in his in

Thua , in the introduction he demonstrates his adapt

ability, his flexibility,

and hia

foresight in reference to the total

discourse.

The Development
It is the business of the development, or boQy of the discours e,
to separate the theme into its component parts and to follow it out
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into its various aspects and stages .

The suggestions of the theme

have to be examined anew and clas sified in a continuous and progressive course of thought .
It has been Shown that Taylor had

in mind the total discourse

when he devised his title, theme , and introduction, so that each
suc ces sive step became a dilation of the preceding step .

That is , the

theme is an expansion of the title , and the introduction is an expans ion of the theme , and s o on through the body, where the s everal
divisions dispense, in an orderly fashion, the materials which are
embodied ultimately in the title .

Even in the bo� the material is

ordered by careful planning, so that the discourse will envelope all
the necessary material in a progressive manner.

Therefore , the general

observation to be considered now is that Taylor 1 s divis ions are not
arbitrary.
His division topics show little resemblance to his topics or
•places " of invention.

This general cons ideration may be reduced to

a specif'ic example by referring to The Doomsday Book.

In this sermon

uy be found the following •places . "

1.

Conjugates .

Taylor cons iders the scriptural text :

For we must all appear before the judgement-seat
of Christ , that every one may receive the things
done in his boqy, according to that he hath done ,
whether it be good or bad
Cor. , v,

(2

6o) .

Inherent in this text are the conjugates o£ his subje ct:
those judged, and the judgment .
maj or topics .

the judge,

These three conjugates become the
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2.
3.

Species of the people judged.
The Final Cauae of the Judge : "We shall see that he
is intere sted in the injury of the crimes He is to
s entence . "

4.

Adjuncts

5.

Contra ri e s :

Of

of the Judge .

• u th e sentence b e good, a and • u the
sentence be bad. •

course, it is i.Jilpossi'ble to put down the many ideas , or
At any rate,

•places , a in the order in which Taylor thought of them.
he did not divide his
probab�

bove .

sermons ac cording

to the order of 8plaees . 11

listed the ideas in as discursive a

manner

He

as is lis ted a-

Then he rearranged tha in an orderly fashion

that in the final

so

outline they appear as follon .
I.

Th e

Persona Judged ( He lists the species ) .
l.

2.

3.
4.
II .

infinite number of ange ls , men and women.
Those who have taught us by example to wa lk in
the paths of justice.
Tho se who were easy c onve rts .
Partners in sin.

An

·

The Judge
l.

2.
3.
Jt,.

He is interested in the inju.ey of the crimea
( the final cause ) .
He may be crucified again.
Man 1 s neighbors are Chriet 1 s members .
His almight ine a s and wisdom ( adjuncts ) .

At this point Taylor

dwells at great length on God ' s severity, showing

instances of his fiercenes s in the Scriptures and in man 1 s conscience
and proposing a picture of God ' s final severity.

Th is discussion seems

to be a digression, but it follows naturally, and provides a setting
and transition for the last topic t
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III .

The Judgment.

To support this topic he uses testimony:

1'We must receive according to what we have done in the

boqy. "

1.
2.

He divides this topic

by

contraries :

It it be good.
it be bad.

If

It may be seen fro• the final outline above that T�lor did . not
divide his material in a discursive manne r.
this .discussion to determine :

It is now the task of

.

how T�lor gives ideas such grouping as

will make them cohere in the reader 1 s mind and memory; and how he
gives them such movement as to make them work a desired effect .

1.

Grouping.

At times , T�lor uses the traditional method of

grouping according to the topics inherent in the scriptures , as has
already been shown by The Doomsday Book. ·
offers another example.

The Good and Evil Tongue

The text is from !phes ians iv,

29 ,

•Let no

corrupt communications proceed out of your mouth , but that �ich is
good to the use of edifying, that it may minister grace unto the
hearers . •

At the end of the introduction he proposes his plana

There being no more variety in the structure of the words ,
I shall discours e,
First, of the vices of the tongue,;
Secon�, o! its duty and proper employment .

( 2 75 )

But this method of developaent is the exception rather than the
rule .

More often, in deve loping the thoughts that compos e his theme ,

Taylor chooses such a natural and sequent order as will be convenient
for an audience to retain and recall.

He employs three psyehologicai
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laws of as sociation. 36
A..

The law of contiguit7.

Taylor acquires coherence of ideas

by placing topics in a natural order beside each other 1 in stages or
developMnt or in a

c ontinuous eystem of thought.

For instance , in

The Return of Prayer• he states the prerequisites to prayers
•
•
• first, he mu s t be in a state and possibility of accept
ion; and secondly, that the prayer itself be in a p rop e r dis

Therefore we shall consider,

position.

1 . What are thos e conditions
2.

.3.
b.

which are required in every
person that prays , the want of which makes the prayer
to be a sin;
What are the conditions of a good man 1 a prayer, the
absence of �ich makes that even his prayer return
empty;

What degrees and circumstances of piety are required
to make a man fit to be an intercessor for others ;
As an appendix to these considerations, I shall add
the proper indices and significa tion , b,y which we
may make a judpent whether God hath heard our prayer
or no . (.$1)

Here the ideas are coherent because they are in p rogres s ive stages of
deve lopment .

Man must first be personally prepared; then after pre-

paration the prayer :rrms t be proper; in the final stage of growth

man

may pray for others ; and as Taylor states, the last topie , which explains how a man may know if his prayers are answered, is

.36John J.

an

•appendix. n

Farrar & Rinehart,
B. Morgan, Psychology (New Yorkt
and Robert s. Woodworth, Experimental Psychology
( New York1 Henry Holt & Co . , 1938) , p • .340 . Morgan and Woodworth
' make a dist inction between the old and the new lava of association.
More recently, peychologi•ts have stressed the degree to Which as 

Inc . ,

1943 ) ,

p.

295,

sociations are restricted rather than the !actors which might be ac
countable for ass ociation. Classified in this manner, a s s oc iati ons
are either free or controlled. But !or thie study the phraseology used
for the old� best serves to explain how Taylor grouped his topics .
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0! Godly Fear Taylor says he will:
•
•
•
instance in some pe cu�ar aorta of men, who, it may be ,
least think of it, and therefore have most cause to fear:

Firat, are those of whoa the apostle speaks , • Let him that
thinketh he standeth take heed lest he !all. 1
( 9 3)
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Secon�,

they also have great reason to fear, � ose re
pentance ia broke into fragMnt a , and ia never a lihole or
entire change of life .
( 94)
Thirdly, they have great reason to fear, whose sins are
not yet remitted.
( 96)
•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•
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•
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•

•

Fourth�, they have great reason to !ear concerning their

condition, who having been in the state or grace •
to fo lly, and unravel all their holy vows .

(102 )

•

• retire

Here the different reas ons why man should !ear are related to the sta ge •
in sa lvation , and . are given in the same orders

pentance ,

and remittance of sin .

knowledge of sin, re-

T h e fourth reason for fear applies

to

those who have attained salvation but have depa rte d from grace .
Topics in The Marriage Ring are group ed in a continu ou s system
of thought .

The intro ducti on gives a hiator.y of marriage and leads

up

to:
First, the duty ( of marriage ] as it genera� relates to
man and wife in eonjunctionJ
SecondJ1", the duty and power of manJ
Thirdly, the right s and privileges and duty of the wi!e .
Thus , each preceding t op ic can be remembered as

easily

(212)

because the mind

travels spontaneous� from general cons iderations to particulars in a
natural manne r,

B.

so that each topic suggests ita succeeding neighbor .

The Laws of

S imilarity

and Contrast .

According to this law

facta and ideas are coherent that are alike , or that are in striking
contrast , when grouped t og ethe r .

The Marriage Ring illustrates the law
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of s :ilrd.larity.

Though the main topics in this sermon are arranged

contiguouell', the introduction and the

body

are planned to show simi

larity between Christ and the church and man and wife .

Taylor says s

•
•
•
although the former dis course [ the historical intro
duction] were who� to explicate the conjunction of Christ
and His church by this similitude , yet it hath in it this
real duty, 1 that the man love his wife , and the wife reveand this is the use we shall now make
rence her husband s 1
of it . ( 212 )
·

In The Good and Evil Tongue Taylor is quick to catch and appq
the contrast in the texts
This is the p re cept of the text, first telling us what we
should avoid, then telling us llhat we should pursue ; what
our discourse ought not be , and eecondly, what it ought
to be .
( 2 75 )
Of Godly Fear contains a striking example of both contrast and
contiguity.
heads :

Discus sing the ain of fear he re duces the subj ect to two

8the first, is euperstition of an undue obj ect; the second,

superstition of an undue expression to a right obj ect . •

(108) .

The

further division of the second head offers a good example of contiguity.

He expands the ideas of •undue expreaeion to a right obj ect•

to includes

(3)

( l) excess of !ear towards GodJ

( 2 ) •vor� fearJ "

apprehension of the difficulities of duty.

(109-116) .

and

Thue, the

more general heading� employ the law of contrast, and the sma lle r di
visions of the second heading employ the law of contiguity b,y placing
neighboring ideas side by side, that is , spiritual fear , material fear J
and mental fear, all three of lil ich invo lve man • s total nature .
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c.

The Law of Cause and Effect .

The two JU.jor t�pies . in The

House of Feasting have coherence because one topic Shows that it i•
the cause of the other.

1.

The topics are arranged in this ordera

Plenty and pleasures of the world are no proper in-

struments of felicity.
Intemperance is a certain enay to it; J.U.ld.ng life un- ·
pleasant, and death troublesome and intolerable . ( 181)
·

2.

The arrangement here is a pe�liar combination of both cause and effect
and · contrast.

The second topic, wherein is discussed the unpleasant-

ness and pain of overindulgence , i.s the effect o!

as

well as the con-

rast to the first topic, wherein is discussed the plenty and pleaaures
of the world in relation to the search for felicity.
paradOXJ an

The result is a

excessive search for felicity ends in its opposite--un-

happiness .
From the examples cited above it is seen that T�lor combined
two laws of association in the same work; main division sometiuies
follow one law, subdivisions another.

Thus , in applying these lan

he used the utmost .f'reedoa, but never the freedom to discard the laws
altogether.

Never does the construction seem arbitrary, since the

laws of association can be clearly traced as they conform to the natural working of the mind.

2.

Movement .

Independent of the principles by which ideas are

associated., there are two well-known orders in llhich a structure of
thought may be built; inductive order, or classification from specific
to generalJ and deductive order, or classification from general to
specific .

Inductive order is best suited for truths that are new and
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strange , or that merely asserted and not proved, would rouse doubt
and opposition.

The advantage of deductive order is that from the

outset the truth to be illustrated. is well-known.

It ia especially

adapted, therefore , to the treatment of sermons , mich contain truths
that people are not so mu.ch inclined to dispute as to neglect, and .
whose significance centers in their application.

Usua�, the general

truth is embodied in the text 1 so that the bearing of every atep is
obvious .
The Good and ETil Tongue , with all ita minute divis ions , illu
strates the deductive order

b,y

beginning with the most general and

inclus ive consideration, Which divides into headings less general, and
these again into still les s general, until it reaches the most particular statements .

The entire outline is too long to reproduce , but

the major headings and the division of the second heading demonstrate
how the ideas becollle extremely specific
I.
II.

by

the end of the discours e s

The vices of the tongue .
The duties of the tongue .

•speak that li'lich is

goodJ 1 1 �hing that may serve God and our neighbor.

1.
2.
3.

To instruct
To comfort
To reprove

1.
2.
3.
4.

Let not your reprove be public and
personal .
Use not t o reprove thy brother for
every thing, but for great thing& onq.
Use not liberty o f reproof in the daya
of sorrow and affection .
Avoid all the evil appendages of this
liberty • • • Do not make the reproval
hateful.

( 310-319 )

7S
Here all the subdivisions lead out toward individual appli cat i ons or
illustrations of the general advice made at the beginning:

•speak

that which is good. "
While Taylor • � maj or topics always follow a deductive order,
at times his subdivisions take the inductive order.

For ·example, in

the last topic of The Flesh and the Spirit the ap e c ific sub-topics
culminate in the general truth which Taylor proposes throughout the
s emon :

IV.

I am now to consider how far the infirmities of
the flesh can be innocent, and c onsist with the
Spirit of grace :

1.

2.
3.
4.

Here the fourth

I! ou r flesh hinders u s of anything that
is our duty , we are in s in .
If the apirit and the heart be willing, it ·
will pass on to outward actions .
In cas es where things are not in our power,
the will is considered.
F or that is the last caution concerning
this question. No man is to be esteemed
of a willing spirit but he that endeavors
to do the outward work. ( l.h0-142 )

b-t op ic is both the conclusion to the three preceding

su

particulars and the general assertion of the total s ermon .
It is appropriate

to interpose here , in the discussion of

grouping and movement, the question concerning the length of topic s �
In discussing Taylor ' s "framework, " it

was

shown that though the

length of the topic• varied !rom topic to topic , the propo rt ion of
particular parts f�llowed a somewhat consistent pattern, characterized

b,y an increase in length of topics from one to the other, up to the
last topic, which decreased considerably in length in comparison to the
pre ceding one.
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From the examination of the outlines it was discovered that
the topica progres s not only in a natural manner, but also �ccording
to illp ortances

1.

Of Godly Fear
I.
II .
III .

2.

The Flesh and th e Spirit
I.
II .
III .
IV .

3.

II.
III .

God requires u s to s erve H im with an· integral,
entire, or a Whole worship .
.
God requires us to serve Hilu with earnest and
intense affections .
.
The measures of zeal and ita inordinations .
(14S)

The House of Feasting
I.

II .
III.
These

The infirmities of the fleah natural�.
Its weaknese in the first beginning s of the
state of grace .
What remediee there are in the spirit to cure
the evils of nature .
How far the weaknes s of th e flesh can consist
vith the Spirit of grace in well-grown Christ
ians . ( ll9 )

Of lnkevarmnea s and Zeal
I.

••

How far fear i s a duty of Christian religion.
Who and what states of men ought to fear, and
upon what reasons .
What is the exces s of fear. ( 88)

examples

Plenty and Pleasure of the world are no proper
inst ruments of felicity.
Intemperance is a certain en� to it .
I shall add rules and measures of temperance
in eating and drinking . ( 181)

show that the successive point• increas e in strength.

A brief review helps to support this proposition.

First , the dis -

cuss ion of grouping demonstrated that the points progressed by con
tiguity, or natural order, by contrast , and by cause and effect .
Secondlf� the discussion of movement demonstrated Taylor 1 s use of
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deductive ordering .

It

follows , if

one thought suggests the next

(contiguity and contrast) , and the thoughts are arranged in

an

order

so that each succeeding point becomes more specific ( ded.uctive ) , that
by the end of the discourse the
topic .

total

theme

will

culminate in the last

The examples cited above demonstrate this fact.

topic decreases in

This is explained by obaerring the nature

length .

of the last topic, which is usually a point to seal the
vithout tiring amplification.

of appendix.

But the last

total

The last topic may1 in fact 1 be

discourse
a

Taylor uses this term to explain the last topic of

Return of Prayers

"As

add the proper indices

kind

�

an appendix to these considerations , I shall
•

•

•"

The word •appendix• precise� describes

the last topic, which, as is seen above , is characterized b,y its sug
gestion of a test, or •measure , " as Taylor calls it, for the appli
cation of the instruction discussed in the topics which precede the
last one .
The Conclusion
While

the body of Taylor 1 s sermons tendB to diversity1

following

as it does the radiations of the thought into its various divisions
and aspects , the

c·oncluaion,

like the introduction, works towards a

unityJ and thus , in a sense , the sermon ends where it began.

does not end !.!. it began.

Bu.t it

As has been show, the . introduction of any

sermon by Taylor calls in the thought from its surroundings and con
centrates it on the theme .
anew

His conclusion then gathers up the theme

from ita various components

and concentratee it on a dynamic
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point , or relates it to life and conduct, corresponding to the spirit
and design of the lihole sermon.

Sometimes the conclusion takes the

form of a SUJim8.ry of the instructions
the last division may form

the conclusion.

may be seen more clear� from
The Return of

1.

In other cas es

it .

preceding

This general observation

following examples :

the

Prayers

I sum up all in the words of God by

the prophe t ; 1 Run

and fro through the streets of Jerusalem, and seek in the

I

to

broad placee thereof, if you can find a man, if there be any
that executeth judgment, that s e eketh truth • • • and I will
pardon it . 1
•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

And Ruffinus epake a great thing , but it was hugely true • • •
' The world itself is established and kept from dis olution by
the prayers of saints .
There are � great [ effec ts ] ; for the prayers of ho�

men

appeas e God ' s wrath , drive away temptation, and re sist and

overcome the devil.
•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

But prayer that can do

•

•

•

thus

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

all without holine s s ; for ' God heareth not s inner s ,

any man

•

•

•

•

but if'

be a worshipper of God and doth His will, him He

( 84 )

heareth . 1

H ere , Taylor embodies in
course by

•

Dlll ch for us can do no;thing at

the

conclusion the theme and the total dis-

For effect he restates the text at the end of

quotations .

the sermon.

dly Fear

2.

Of Go

Thus far I have discoursed concerning good fear and bad,
that is , filial and s ervile:
they are both good, if by ser
vile we intend initial, or the new-beginning fear of

peni
perfect considerations:
but servile fear is vicious when it still retains the af
fections of slaves , and when its effects are hatred, weari
ne ss , displeasure , and want of charityJ and the same cog
nations are those fears which are superstitious and wordly.
tents , a fear to offend God upon le ss

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

and therefore in these cases do as much as you

•

•

•

can;

•

•
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take care that your expreaaiona be prudent and •af'e ,
consisting with thy other duties ; and for the passions
or virtues thems elves , let them pass from beginning to
great progresses , from man to angel • • •
•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

but wisdom, and duty-, and comelines s , and dis cip
line , a good mind, and the fear of God, and doing
•

•

•

honour to His holy name , can never exceedJ but i! they
swell to great proportions , they pas s through the
measures of grace , and are united to felicity in the
c omprehensions of God, in the j oys of an eternal
gloey.
116-117)
·

(

Taylor concludes this sermon by 8UJIIID&rizing the material included in
his discourse .

He then applies his instruction by an admonition.

The

impassioned atyle achieves a �c effect at the end.

3.

The Flesh and the Spirit
No man is to

be esteemed of a willing spirit , bu.t ' he

that endeavours to do the outward work

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

On.l7 let us be carefUl in all instances , that we yield
not to the weakness of the flesh, nor listen to its fair
pretences • • •
( 142)

•

Here, the last sub-topic is the culmination of the �ole discours e .
He adds a precaution in his application of the text .

4.

The House of Feasting

And now a£ter all this , .I pray consider m at a strange
madness and prodigious fol� posses ses many men, that they
love to swallow death and diseases and dishonour, with an
appetite which no reason can restra�.
I end vith the aaying of a wise mans

He is f'it to sit

at th e table o! the Lord, and to feast with saints, who
moderate� uses the creatures which God hath given hims
bu.t he that despises even lawful pleaaurea

•

•

•

' shall

not on� sit and feast with God, but reign together
Hia,

In

1

and partake o ! His glorious kingdom.

this conclusion Taylor

with

( 204-206)

gathers the spirit of the sermon into

eloquent impression of -Epicureanism. "

an

For five paragraphs he discus s es
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He achieves . a qyDamic effect b,y

the repugnance of intemperance .

closing with

5.

a

pertinent quota tion .

The Marriage Ring

'Remember the days of darkness1 for they are IllallY • 1
. .
. . .
.
.
.
.
.
.from this sacramental union all holy pairs shall pass to
the 1piritual and eternal, llhere love shall be their
portion, and j oys shall crown their heads , and they ahall
lie in · the bosom ot Jesus and in the heart of God to
eternal ages . ( 203-204)
.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

·

.

.

.

.

.

The concluaion to this sermon, ending as it does with the last days
of marital partnership , is consistent vith the historical introdueti �n.
The conclusion is the last diviaion of the third topic

"• • •

the duty

of the vif'e . 11
The general characteristic• of Taylor 1 s conclusions are that
they
the
do

are short, dynamic, and dramatic ; that is , they bring an end to

sermons quickly and ferce!'ully in a climactic ma rme r.
not exist for the �r own sake of making a natural ending .

ist for the purpose movere .
the

In

reason for hie conolua ionz

persuade men

to do it . •

clusione •

.37see page 6o.

( 319 ) .

But they

They ex

The Dutiea of the Topgue Taylor gives
•That
This

which remains now ia, that I
is the purpose of all his con-

37

CHAPTER III

CONCIDSION

During

the seventeenth centur,r the sermon was treated as a

direct descendant of the clas sical oration.
miniatr,y the
in grammars

s choolboys
su ch

In preparing for the

of this period concentrated their at�dying

as Lilly ' s , in rhetoric such as the Progymnasmata,

in the reading and imitation or the classical orators and the pat
ristic Fathers , and in debate .
vantage of this training .
rhetoric at

Cambridge,

It

is

obvious that T�lor took ad

His appointment to a lectureship in

his popularity as a preacher at St . Paul ' s ,

his attraction to Archbishop

Laud,

King Charles I, and the Earl of

Carbery demonstrate that he JIUSt have had a marked ability as a
preacher.

No doubt

he

was eloquent, but the skill he had in preach

ing was not us ed to delight the ear nor charm the imagination.
purpose for which he sened would not allow such an end.

The

Rather,

he

preached to instruct, to comfort, and reprove .
To accompliah

:tne s e

more s erious

would achieve a lasting effect .

ends required

a

plan

that

Such could not be obtained if the

strength of Ta7lor ' s sermons rested completely upon a method in
volving turns of phrases ,

figures of speech,

and elaborate alle g ories .

A more effective method was that of arranging the several ideas of
his subject into a unified whole for a specific effect, thus making
a discourse that could be retained better than one made up of isolated
part s .

As

developed in The Winter Sermons , the dispositio of Jeremy
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Taylor ' s discourses

well

illustrate this method.

The arrangement of these sermons , for the most part, shows the
modern tripartite division:

introduction, body, and conclUsion.

introduction included opening reJDB.rks for establishing his theme
an explanation of the text.

His

and

The boQ7 of each sermon contains a dif

ferent number of topics and sub-topics , but in all cas es they are

well

defined.

In aoving from the opening remarks to the body of a sermon,
Taylor always s tates his subject, or governing idea,
explicitl;y.

completely and

He then makes clear the design of his work by stating

the topics he will discuss .

Each division, subdivis ion, and even each

paragraph is clearly defined b7 means of a topic sentenc e .
Taylor 1 s foresight i n planning his s ermons i s demonstrated in
his thorough unity; no part is in

an arbitrary position nor inco:nunensu

rate with the mos t general consideration or

text.

Each part becomes

a dilation of its succeeding part, from the subject to the title, from
the title to the introduction, and so on through the discourse , until
the sermon encompasses all the necessar.y material.
To make his ideas cohere in the reader 1 s mind he employs three
psychological laws of as s ociation:
similarity and contrast .

contiguity, cause and effe ct , and

T o give these ideas movement he employs a

deductive order of arrangement.

In effect he states his few major

topics , or general truths , in a natural order, and under each topic
he applies these general truths so as to make them personal to indivi
dual people .

There is a marked increase in length of topice from one
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to the next up to the last topic 1 which drops off sharply.

This

pattern parallels the progressive t.portance of each succeeding
topic , until the last, which covers rather rapidly the most important
considerations and seeks to stir the reader to action.
Taylor ' s application of such methods of construction demon
strates his craftsmanship .

The indiTidual and imaginative manne r in

which he uses these methods reveals his artistry.

The structure of

his s ermons seems so natural and inevitable that it appears not to
have been planned.

But underneath the finiahed discourse is the re

presentation or a method.
All

as

a

in all1 his use of dispoaitio in The Winter Sermons serves

model for the religious discourse in modern times .

.
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APPENDIXES

APPENDIX A

OF THE WINTER HALF-YEAR SERMONS ,

TABLE

THEIR ORDER, NUMBER, .AND TEXTS
Page No . in Heber Ed.
SERMON I. II. III.
Advent Sunday
Dooms -Day Book; or, Christ 1 s Advent to Judgment

•

•

•

· Page
7 1 19 1 33

•

2 Cor. v. 10.
For we must all appear before the judgment-seat of Christ 1 that every
one may receive the things done in his body, according to that he
hath done , �ether it be good or bad.
SERMON IV. V. VI.
The Return of . Prayers ; or . The . Conditiona of a PreVailing
Prayer • • • • • • • • • • • . • • • • • • • • • • • •
47, 58, 10
John ix. 31.
Now we know that God heareth not sinners ; but if any man be a wor
shipper of God, and doeth His will, him He heareth.
SERIDN Vll. VIII. II.
Of Go� Fear, &c

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

85, 96, lo6

•

Heb. xii . part of the 28th and 2 9 th verses .
let us have grace, whereby we J.rJB.y serve God • • with reverence and
godly fear. For our God is a consuming fire .

SERMON I. II .
The Flesh and the Spirit

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

Matt. xxvi. 41; latter part .
The spirit indeed is willing , but the flesh is weak .

•

•

•

117, 130

92
S�N XII . XIII. :XIV .
Page

Of Lukewarmness an d Zeal;

or, Spiritual Fervour

Jerem. xlviii .

10;

•

•

143, 154, 168

•

first part

Cursed be he that doeth the work of the Lord deceitfUlly.

SERMON XV. :XVI .
The Hous e of Feasting; or, The Epicure 1 s Measure s

1

Cor .

xv.

32 ;

•

•

•

•

180, 192

last part

Let us eat and drink , for to-morrow we die .

SERMON XVII . XVIII .
The

Marriage-Ring;

llarriage

•

•

•

•

or, The Mysteriousnes s and Duties of
•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

Ephe s . v.

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

201, 219

32 , 33.

This is a great m;ystery, but I speak concerning Christ and the church .
Nevertheles s , let every one of you in particular so love his wife
even as himself, and the wife see that she reverence her husband.

SERMON XII . XX. XXI .
Apples of Sodom; or, The Fruits of Sin
Rom. vi .

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

213, 247, 260

21.

What fruit had ye then in thos e things whereof ye are now ashamed?
For the end of those things is death.
.
SERMON IXII . XXIII . XXIV. :XXV .
The Good and Evil Tongue . - Of Slander and Flattery. • The ·
Duties of the Tongue
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
213, 285,
Ephes . iv.

291, 310

29 .

�t no corrupt communication proceed out of your mouth, but that which
is good to the use of edifying, that it may minister grace unto
the hearers .

APPENDIX B

ILLUSTRATION OF THE LENGTH SCHEME IN THE DOOMSDAY BOOK
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